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ABSTRACT

THE IMPACT OF BRANCH LINE AND ELEVATOR
RATIONALTZATION ON THE RURAL ROÀb
NETI^IORK

by Henry Kent Magarrell
Major Advisor: Dr. E. W. Tyrchniewícz
The impact upon the rurar road network from changes
in the grain handling and transportation system has been

studied over the past ten years. The magnitude of the road
impact has v¿ried greatry depending upon the assumptions
in
each analysis.
The general objective of this study was to deverop
a framework in which rational ízatl'on of the grain transpor_
tation system in Intrestern canada courd be anaryzed with
respect to the impact upon road costs. The specific

objects rvere: (r) to review the public positíons of
the
principals in the rationarization process with respect
to
its impact upon road costs arong with a critique of
the
methodology used, (2) to isolate the rerevant
criterÍa
which should be considered in objectively assessing
the
road cost effects of a rationarization scenario,
and (3)
to utiLize these criteria in the calculation of the
road
cost component of an avairable conceptuar moder for
ration_
alizing the collection, handling and distribution
of erain
in I,rlestern Canada at a regional level"
t

ii
The conceptual model that was extended to include

the road cost component of rationalization was developed
by Robert Tosterud. His CFIAD (collection, handling and
distríbution) model was designed to minimize the total
cost of collecting, handling and distributing grain f.or a
specified, bounded production region"
The study concentrated upon the separate road
degradation factors of traffic load and volume. Traffic
loads lrere transformed via an engineering formula that
related varying traffic loads through an equivalent application basÍs, The incremental road costs with respect
to reconstr'g-ction, upgrading, road maintenance and seal
coating lvere presented for the region under study.
A manual simulation was performed that abandons
twelve grain delivery points and four rail branch lines
The volumes of grain displaced and the alternate points receiving this displaced grain were provided by the CHAD
model, Traffic routes were developed for the displaced
grain and the road impact calculated for three separate
truck sizes: (f) 250 bushel, single-rear axle , (2) +gO
bushel, tandem rear axle, and (3) 890 bushel five axle
semi-trailer. These incremental road load factors, when
combined with base traffic statistics, provided separate
post-rationalization loads for the three truck sizes over
the grain route network on a road segment-by-segment basis.
Comparison of this post-rationalization traffic load on
the grain route network with previously determined

II]-

threshold values indicated the road segments which would
require upgrading. The appropriate upgrading unit costs
rdere applied to determine the incremental road cosLs of
the rationalLzati-on scenario being simulated for each of
the three truck sízes" Sensitivity analysis was applied
to important traffic components to determine the stability
of the costs being generated.
The road cost impact upon the selected region

r^ias

minor in comparison to the CHAD cost reductions of the
rationalLzation scenario that underwent analysis " The
effect of the 250 bushel, single rear axle truck sLze that
generated the largest annual incremental road cost of
$16,800 was small compared with the annual saving of
$f68,000 to th; local grain collection, handling and
distribution system.
The study region has a very well-developed road
network and, as such, the study conclusions may not apply

to other Prairie regions"
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem
The Canadian grain industry is heavily export
oriented, Due to the inland location of the main grain

producing region of Canada compared with its export competitors, the grain handling and transportation facilities
are crucial to the successful marketing of Canadian grain.
These facilities

must be high volume, flexible and cost

minimizing: high volume to deliver all that is committed
for export, flexible to move the required varieties and
grades of grain and cost minimi zLng to maximize producer
returns

"

The effectiveness of the grain transportation and

handling system of Canada has been seriously questioned by
the various components of that industry. Each places its
emphasis upon different reasons for system ineffectiveness.
The railways focus upon their losses on the transportation
of grain to the virtual exclusion of all else: 'rthe

In their view, rail

statutory rate is the key,"l

lFted S. Burbidge, President,
,Canadian Pacif ic
Limited, in a submissioñ to the Graiñ Handling and
Transp orta ti on Commission, Regina, October 2O, L975,

p.

11.

1

¿

deterioration and an inefficient grain gathering system
have followed inexorably from the low level of the statutory rate. On the other hand, primary elevator companies,
while acknowledging a variety of industry Problems, stress
the deterioration of an overbuilt branchline network:
"the resulting system of branchlines is better described
as a patchwork than a network. "2
Farmers are upset by reports of lost sales due to
an unresponsive grain handling and transportation system,
They 1ay the majority of the responsibility for their
lost sales uPon the railways because of an admitted lack

of investment in branchline maintenance and rolling stock'
The prairie provincial goverrments have been quick to
condemn the rail-ways for concentrating on profits and not
their historic service obligations'
fulfilling
Al1 of the above have called uPon the Federal
Government to uphold its responsibility to develop Policies
which would allow each of the industry participants to
its objectives. The
function effectively and to futfill
Federal Government, ín turn, has been unable to discern a
consensus among these participants uPon the direction that
the industry should move. Indeed, there is disagreement
)-Ted
K. Turner, President, Saskatchewan lJheat
Pool, in a submission to the Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Regina, October 22, L975, p. 3.

between individual companies of the same sector of the

industry (such as primary elevator companies) as to which
approach should be taken.
The major source of the conflict was the legis-

lation of rail rates by Parliament. This legislation had
the result of isolating the grain transportation system
from market pressures and, as such, changes did not occur
in response to them" I^Iith rates below costs, railways did
not offer incentives for elevator companies to consolidate
low volume points Lhat were costly to serve. This situation
of costs exceeding revenLles resulted in a lack of railway
investment and the continued use of low volume elevators.
Railway attempts to have their legislated rates raised have
been strongly opposed by most producers whose incomes would
initially decrease by the amount of a rate increase" Given
the relative political strength of the participants, legislation to increase rates has not been proposed. The
deferral of rail freight rate increases has 1ed to the
present stage: one of tremendous pressure under which the
grain handling and transportation system is unable to
function properly and is beginning to collapse,
One response to this increasing pressure for
change has been the conrnission of studies into the rationalization of the present grain handling and transportation
system" Three organizations which have done extensive
research into this area over the past ten years are: the
Grains Group, the Canada Grains Council and the Univsrcírrr

4

of Manitoba. In addition, the Federal Government in L975
appoínted two Connnissions of Inquiry: the Commission on
the Costs of Transporting Grain by Rail (the Snavely
Commission) and the Grain Handling and Transportation
Commission (the Hall Commission).

The Grains Group vras established in L969 by the

Federal Government to develop policies that would improve
the efficiency of the Canadian grain handling, transpor-

tation and storage system. A sunmary report of the research of the Grains Group was made public in the suntrner
3
of L972.- This report estimated the individual cost
components and Lhe total system cost from the farm to the
seaboard terminal for five ttbenchmarktr systems, Not one
of the thirteen studies commissioned by the Grains Group
addressed the factor of additional road costs resulting
from increased trucking of grain. In addition, the implications of replacing storage capacity lost through rationalization were ignored by the Grains Group " These two
major shortcomings of the Grains Group report weakened the
validity of its conclusions that a totally new system
would be an improvement over the present oneo
The Canada Grains Council undertook the task of
evaluating the Grains Group report and of bringing forward
?

'Gtai
õf the Minister, The
p_repared
(Ottawa:
The Queent s Prínter,
i{on'ourable Otto E. Lang,August, L97L).

,

recommendations to improve the system" A number of

broadly-based industry connnittees were established with an
increased emphasis upon producer participation.

An initial

the dependence of the Canada Grains Council
upon the Grains Group report as a basis for evaluation and
research. The Council subsequently moved beyond the Grains
Group report to propose specific philosophical avenues of
approach to rational Lzatlon4 and to develop its o\,vn
methodology to evaluate the effects of various rationaLizatLon scenarios upon all affected parties.5 The major
weakness of this broadly-based industry connnittee approach
participant has a virtual veto po\,rer over the
is that
".+
recomrnendations of the committee. The process of compromise may result in a report of generalities with little
hope of stimulating action.
The University of Manitoba is actively carrying on
research relative to the rationalization of the grain
handling and transportation system. As well as some involvement with the Grains Group report and the Grain
Handling and Transportation Commission, the Department of
Agricultural Economics is active in the development of a
weakness lvas

/,
-The
Canada Grains Council. State of the Industry
/ ¡-.
(lnlinnipeg:
The Grain Handling and ¡îTransportation Committee,

107?l
Lt
t ¿J

.

of the grain handling and
transportation system in Canada to be used in evaluating
alternative rationalLzati-on ProPosals. A computer simulation model which is a modification of the Stollsteimer

model for the rationalization

plant location model has been developed by Tostet.rd.6
This simulation model utilizes previous cost studies
carried on at the University of Manitoba and applies them
to a specified bounded region. Further research is ongoing and extensions aTe being incorporated into the simulation

mode1.

The Snavely Commission had two basic tasks: (f)
to establish the total costs and revenues to the railways

in transporting grain under contemporary conditions, and
(2) to evaluate'railway costing practices âs outlined in
Canadian Transport Commission Costing Order R63f3, and to
identify and review any related grain costing issues.
Volume I of the report was released in December, L976 and
established that for the three railways (Canadian National,
CP Rail and the Northern Alberta Railway) costs exceeded
revenues by $89.4 million in L974 on the movement of grain
This figure of $89.4 million counted
at statutory t"t"".7
6^

'E. I4I. Tvrchniewicz and R. J. Tos terud, rrA Model
for Rationalizinþ the Canadian Grain Transportation and
Handling System ón a Regional Basis," American Journal of
Agricultural Economics, Vol. 55, No" S (December. 1973)
"

/The Commission on the Costs of Transporting Grain
by Rail, Report: Volume I (by Cart t't, snavely) (otËawa:
October, L976) "

the branchline subsidy payments as revenue. The results
of this commission added much validity to railway demands
for increased compensation for the transportation of
statutory graÍ-n.
The Hal1 commission conducted a comprehensive

evaluation of regional transportatíon requirements in the
territory served by the 6,283 miles of railway branch lines
which came under its purview. The conrnission considered
the implications of adjustments to the total grain handling
and transportation system as related to: grain producers,
the elevator system, local con¡nunity viability, railways
and general.-economic development opportunities.

volume r

of the Hall conn'irission ReportS contained a number of
recontrnendations'ranging from the disposition of branch
lines through to its conclusions on the socio-economic
effects of abandonment. rn the context of this study, four
(f) railways must be compensated
findings are significant:
for the cost of moving grain, (2) off-rine elevators may
perform a useful role in the future grain handling and
transportation system, (3) rail service is not necessarily
a prerequisite for a viable rural cormnunity, and (4) the
abandonment of branch lines would cause a minor increase
in road maintenance costs, depending upon the type of road
(oil surface roads being the most susceptible to major
R

"The Grain Handling and rransportation conrnission
Grain and Rail in Iniestern Canada (ottàwa: April , L977)
"

B

cost increases, ) These and other conclusions added impe'
tus to the rationalLzatlon of the grain handling and
transportation sysLem.
LargeLy overlooked in most studies are the effects
that any re-organizatLon would have upon closely-related
sectors of the economy. The Grains Group report on the
economic effect of rational Lzation upon Prairie conrnunities9
focused on the relationship between the presence of an
elevator and the resultant viability of that community as
a service center. Zimmennan and Moneol0 d""cribed the
pattern of settlement on the Prairies and the development
of the hierarchy of service centers. These two studies,
by concentrating on the service center function of conmunities, neglected other economic aspects of conrnunity
survival. The Prairie Regional Studies in Economic
tl
Geography-- have concentrated on data collection about the
economic sector of Prairie regions but trhave refrained from
qTEconomic

Handling

Effect of Rationalization of the Grarn

prepared for Grains Group. Office of the Minister. The
Hon-ourable Otto E. Lang (Ôttawa: The Queenrs Prinier,

s,

March, L972).
10c"rl" C. Zimmerman and Garry !{. Moneo, The Prairie
Community System (Ottawa: Agricultural Economics-ReseãrõñCouncil of Canada , L970).
llPrairie Regional Studies in Economic Geography
(

ot tawa:

culture),

drawing reference, arriving at conclusions and making

."LZ Snavely concentrates strictly upon
the costs of grain transportation by rail to the exclusion
of all other economic factors of the grains indusaty.13
The Hal1 Commission took a more comprehensive approach and
attempted to weigh both economic and social factors in its
L4 Due to its heawy emphasis on social and poanalysis"-litical considerations, its methodological approach aPpears inconsistant and its analysis lacks rigour from a
recommendations

purely economic standpoint.
All of the above studies are weakened by their
inability to utilize the systems approach to economic
analysis. Cost-minimizing changes in the handling and
transportation''sphere may have an effect in other spheres:
direct local employment changes, local government property
and business tax receipt changes, loss of raÍ-1- service
with a subsequent loss of present and potential raildependent industry, changes in road costs due to changes
in truck traffic (whether grain related or not), and so on.
These other local costs and benefits should be estimated
L2_.
.
rDto,,

p,

r-r"

13th. Cornrnission on the Costs of Transportins Grain
by Rail, Report: Volume I (¡y Carl M. Snavety) (ottãwa:
October, L976).
L.-,
'-'I'he
Grain Handling and TransÞortation Commission.
Grain and Rail in Inlestern Cãnada (Ottai^¡a: April , L977) "
1

IO

and included in the decision-making process before an
overall benefit-cost relationship can be constructed to
determine the t'bestrr rationalization plan.
The broad goal of the present research is to in-

crease the scope of current rationalizatj-on studies by

isolating the relevant factors that cause changes in road
costs due Lo changes in truck traffic as a result of
Past studies often have approached this
rationalization.
problem in two ways: (t) by ignoring the impact on road
costs by assuming no effect at all, or (2) by exaggerating
the impact on road costs to such an extent that almost any
rationalLza|-Lon scenario is shown to be more costly than
the present system"
Public Positions on Road Costs
The positions of the major otganLzations towards
the impact of the rationalization process uPon road costs
were contained in submissions to the Grain Handling and
Transportation Commission final hearings convened in
Saskatoon during the months of August and September, L976"

Of all the participants, only the Provincial Governments
advanced a quantitative opinion of the incremental road
costs. This T.,üas to be expected since only the Provincial
Governments possessed the expertise to quantify their
p os

it ion.
The three submissions of the Provincial Governments

of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan stated that rail line

11

is a cost transference from the railways and
the Federal Government to the Provincial Governments
municipalities and farmers. The Province of Alberta
estimated an incremental present worth cost over twenty
years of $37"0 million from the abandonment of all Category ttBrr lines in Albert..15 The Province of Manitoba
calculated incremental ::oad . cosEs of between $41. 8 mil-lion
and $93"7 million from the abandonment of 727 míLes of
rail line in Manitob".16 The Province of SaskaËchewan
considered a variety of abandonment scenarios to claim
additional road costs'ranging from $62 million to approximat eLy. -$2 .25 billion over f if teen y.u.r".17
The submissions of the two railways minimized the
incremental roád costs resulting from rail line abandonment. Neither railway attemptéd to quantify the effect
nor undertook research into the area of road costs. This
is understandable since the Provincial Departments of
Highways possess far more expertise in this field than do
the railways. Canadian National declared Ëhat "Ëhe expansion and upgrading of highway networks will continue
abandonment

l5Pto.rirrc. of Alberta, Subrnission to the Grain
Handling and Transportation Commission, Saskatoon, September
2, L976, p. L7.
l6Province of Manitoba, Subnission to the Grain
Handling and Transportation Con'rnission, Saskatoon, September
7 , L976, pp. 22-29.
lTProvince of Saskatche\^7an. Sutrnission to the Grain
Handling and Transportation Commiséion, Saskatoon, September
3, L976, pp" 24-26.

L2

whether rail lines are abandoned or ¡e¡.,,18 Cp Rail
stated that road costs would be frsomewhat higher,,,l9
The line elevator companies did not take a position
upon rural road costs, in fact, some did not even comment
upon the need to include such costs in the commissionrs

deliberations. I^lith the primary elevator companies undergoing their or¡7n system contraction, they \,vere careful not
to become embroiled in the incremental road cost controversy. Elevator closures result in longer farm hauling
distances and a subsequent increase in rural road traffic,
The Prorrincial positions on incremental road costs resulting from- rail line abandonment can be readily modifíed
to apply to primary elevator closures.
The Hall conrnission took a moderate stance on the
impact of abandonment upon road costs" Although its research indicated that the provincial estimates were high,
in general the Hall connnission accepted the provincial
)^
data.-" v'Ihen matched with the specifíc rail lines
l8Canadian National Railways, Final Submission
to
the Grain Handling and Transportatioá Cornrnission, Saskatoon,
August 30, L976, p. L4"
19cp

Rail" submission to the Grain Handling and
Transportation Corimission, Saskatoon, August 31, L976,
p. 1"
201h" Grain Handling and rransportation
commission
Grain and Rail in l¡Iestern Cãnada (Otrai¿a: --r---t
Anri J - Lg77)
April
1977 ) .

p,

515

IJ
reconïnended

for abandonment, the Hall Connnission estimated

increased annual road maintenance and amortízed construction
costs amounted to rrapproximately $300 thousand for AlberLa,
$600 thousand for Saskatchewan, and $f50 thousand for
21

It lras additionally recon¡nended that the
Federal Government should assist the provinces and municipalities for the anticipated increase in road costs. lfhen
compared to total system costs, however, the Hall Commission stated its findings that these additional road
costs would not form a large portion of the total cost of
handling and transporting gtu.:r..22

Manitoba.""

Objectives and Scope of This Study
The genpral objective of this study is to develop

a framework in which ratíonaLj-zation of the grain transportation system in Vtrestern Canada can be anaLyzed with
respect to the impact upon road costs.
The specific objectives are: (f) to review the
public positions of the principals in the rationalízation
process with respecL to its impact upon road costs along
with a critique of the methodology used, (2) to isolate
the relevant criteria which should be considered in objectively assessing the road cost effects of a rationalization scenario. and (3) to utLLíze these criteria in the

2lrbid.
22

tata .

, p.

516,
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calculation of the road cost componenL of an available
conceptual model for rationalLzLng the collection,
handling and distribution of grain in Inlestern canada at a
regional level. Literature review and a critique of that
literature comprises a major component of this study.
The scope of this analysis views the road component of a rationalization scenario in an agrarian region
to be affected primarily by grain truck traffic.
I^Ihile
non-grain truck traffic is excluded from this calculation,
the conceptual model can be readily employed Lo incrude
the effect of non-grain truck traffic in a scenario where
such traffiç is a significant factor.
The conceptual model to be extended to include the
road cost component of rati onaLj-zation was developed by
Robert Tosterud" His CFIAD (collection, handling and
distribution) model is designed to minimize the total cost
of collecting, handling and distributing grain, subject to
certain specified constraints. The analysis is constrained
in two ways: (1) it considers only that grain which moves
directly from farms to country elevators and (Z) it
examines grain handling and transportation rationalization
in the context of a specified, bounded production region.
The bounded production region under analysis in
this study is the Boissevain grain growing area of southwestern Manitoba. This region is approximately 3,000
square miles in size and, in L97L, contained about 2 r2o0

r5

farmers and sixty-seven country elevators, During the
last several crop years, grain production in the region
has averaged around 10 to 1l million bushels.
OrsanizatLon of the Remainder of the Thesis
Chapter II describes the factors that have led to

the present situation of an overbuilt Prairie rail network
and the attendant rural road system" Problems associated
with developing road costs are reviewed along with the
impact of road surface upon farm trucking costs. In addition, a critique is.made of previous area study approaches to road costs. Chapter III presents a conceptual
model for róad costing as well as the development of
significant road wear factors for use in the analysis of
the impacts of rationali-zation upon the road network.
Rural road needs and data requirements are also discussed"
The area study application of the conceptual model comprises Chapter IV. It argues the need for the simulation
approach, where feasible, and the CHAD model is described"
The data needs are specífied, developed and presented in
the analysis of one CH,AD simulation to determine the impact
upon road costs.. Finally, Chapter V presents the results
of the analysis and discusses the limitation of the
present approach. A more sophisticated avenue which could
be constructed to enable greater precision is then tendered"

CHAPTER

II

BACKGROUND FOR THE ANALYSIS

The objective of this chapter is to provide four

kinds of information: (1) a brief description of the
development of the rail branch line structure and the rural
road network in !üestern Canada, (Z) a selective review of
problems associated with road cost studies, (3) trre impact
of road surface upon trucking costs, and G) a critique of
the methodol-ogy utilized to calculate the road cost component of some previous road impact studies. This background informat.ion provides a basis for understanding the
conceptual model and the analysis presented further along
in the study.
The Development of the Rail Branch Line structure and the
Rural Road Network in l,rlestern Canada
No situation can be fully understood unless its

history is known. The development of the Prairie transport infrastructure is presented in three sections: (r)
the maturation of the Prairie branch line network, (2)
the evolution of the rural road system, and (3) the changes
in rail branch line and rural road traffic.
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Maturation of the Prairie Branchline Network"
Before the advent of railways, the only means of

bulk inland transportation was via navigable waterways"
The Canadian !üest had only labour intensive, low volume
water traffic--with the exception of commercial steamboats
on the Red River--due to the lack of an interlocking river
system. I^lith the short duration of the navigation season
precluding any incentive for the construction of connecting canals, the Inlest, therefore, was limited in population and economic growth by the constraint of animalpowered land and human-powered water transportation"
Railways fi-rst became established in the I¡iest during the
last quarter of the 19th century and brought a tremendous
advance in transport services. Depending upon distance,
volume, weight and time requirements, the railways virtually had no competition on the Prairies.
Canadian railway construction proceeded at a tremendous pace until the beginning of the Depression in
L929. The numerous competitive railways constructed a
network of main, secondary and branch lines throughout all
areas that had agricultural or other resources potential.
This expansion in the rail network was the result of a
number of factors:
1. Railways were the only economical form of inland
transportation at that time" The process of economic expansion and population growth was expected
to mean increased rail traffic,

1B

2.

The long-term economic outlook roas one of optimism
and growth so that, although present traffic po-

tential did not often justify construction of a
rail line in an area, it was generally believed
that traffic would follow rail construction into
previously undeveloped area.
Each railway was determined to capture as great

a

a

percentage of total traffic

as possible. This led
to the construction of branchlines into areas
already served by another railway, or to discourage
ano-ther railway from building in a particular area.

In many instances, construction standards \,rere
quite low. The emphasis \.^7as on gaining location
advantages within a limited time, and construction

quality was a secondary consideration.
4.

There was political

desire for the formation of
competitive railway systems. Railway construction
was often greatly aided by incentives of cash,
security guarantees and land grants.

after the formation of the canadian National Railway
from an assortment of bankrupt and federally-owned lines
(the rntercolonial, the National rranscontinental, the
Hudson Bay, the Grand rrunk, Grand rrunk pacific, canadian
Even

Northern and other lesser lines) in Lgz3, branch line

L9

construction continued until the onset of the Depression
of the l930rs
"

Evolution of the Rural Road Svstem.
The Prairies are surveyed in a grid pattern whích
has the section as its primary element" A section is a
parcel of land one square mile in area consisting of 640
acres. Separating each section from its neighbour is a
99 foot strip of land called the road allowance. Road
allowances are reserved for public use primarily, as the
term suggests, for roads. The survey pattern of the
sections and the attendant road allowances is such that a
grid of public lands Ln 99 foot strips one mile apart
covers the Prairies. The construction of roads on arl of
the road allowances would result in a network of roads
running north-south only one mile apart, being intersected
by an east-west road every mile
As settlement commenced in an area, some of the
road allowances began to be utilized for local roads.
Local transport was animal powered with the result that
rural roads were rough trails suitable for wagons " Railways were the sole means of transport over any distance and
rural roads served only as feeder routes to the nearest
rail point.
"

The advent of technology changed transportation on

the Prairies"

As cars and trucks became widely affordable,
the use of rural roads altered. Country roads were no

20

longer merely local trails to the nearest rail point:
road trunk routes were constructed--many right alongside
of rail lines. Automobiles and trucks require higher
standards of road construction than do horse-drawn wagons.
Road construction proceeded at a rapid pace right to the

present and is still continuing. The populated areas of
the Prairies are served by an excellent network of allweather local and trunk roads" This network is being
constantly maintained and upgraded by Provincial and

Municipal road forces. Table t illustrates the growth in
vehicle population on the Prairies since LgL5.23
in Rail Branch Line and Rural Road Traffic.
The railway branch lines had been constructed in
an era when railways served most, if not all, of an arears
transportation needs. During the first three decades of
thís century, there was little alternative to railways for
moving the bulk of goods, ra\,v materials, livestock and
people that \,vere transported between different parts of the
country" While various railway companies competed vigourously for this traffic, there was little,
if âDy, competition from other modes of transportation. The number of
rural motorized vehicles was minimal and the road network
\,ùas not suitably developed.
Changes

tistics,

proxy.

23_
--In

the absence of accurate road investment stavehicle population statistics are used as a

a1
LL

Table I

Registration of Motor Vehicles, Prairie Provinces
1915 ro L975
Year

1915
Lg20
L925
1930
1935
L940
L945
1950
1955
1960
L965
L970
L975
SOURCE:

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

g

,937

L0,225

5,932

25,994

38,257

60,325

39, 015

L36,597

50,894

77

54,539

L93,362

Alberta

,940

78,950

L27,Lg3

7Q,660

Total

llg

307 ,L62

94,792

93,970

259,322

90,932

L26,970

L20,5L4

338, 416

92,759

L40,257

130, 153

363, t6g

L57,546

L99,966

230,624

589,036

222,474

27

4,950

356,939

854,263

285,689

335, t4g

486 ,37 0

L,L07 ,207

342,335

4L9,606

606 ,7 54

L,367 ,695

403,181

464

7

69,7 59

L,636 ,345

L,073 ,020

2,222,097

535,808

,405
6L3,269

101,

statistics canada, lhe Motor vehicle. part rrr:
Registrations, SS-Z

1l

that situation changed gradually' The
economic Depression put a brake on vehicle population
growth during the Thirties, and the second l,r/orld war produced shortages of manporller and materials during the eatLy
Forties. Even though there was a resurgence of demand for
transport services during viorld ln]ar II, the wartime
shortages of materials prevented further expansion of
At first,

facilities "
After the war ended, provincial and municipal
governments began a period of massive construction of allweather roads. This kind of activity is still continuing"
Use of theBrivate car and, to a lesser extent, buses,
drew a\¡Jay many of the railwayst pttsengers. At the same
time, cars, buses, and trucks began carrying much of what
once would have been railway freight traffic.

traffic was particularly pronounced on Prairie branch lines. These lines served local
traffic carrying supplies and people to and from small
towns and regional distribution centres ' An improved
regional road network now permits cars and trucks to perThe erosion of rail

form these services faster and more conveniently than
trains. The result is that many Prairie branchlines have
little traffic except gt^tn.z4 For some branchlines even
24thu commission

the Costs of Transoorting Grain
(¡y
carl M. Snavely) (ottãwa:
by Rail, Report: Volume I
October, L976, Appendix H)"
on

LJ

grain traffic

has been 1ost. Vlith the improved rural road

systems, farmers are trucking grain greater distances to

deliver to the grain elevator of their choice. Some
farmers prefer to deliver to elevators at competitive points
where, they believe, service and sometimes even grades are
better than at the local single elevator point. Economies
of si-ze have also ttforcedtt the contraction of the primary
elevator System through the closure of low volume elevators.
An extreme example of this process is the CP Rail Boissevain
subdivision. In L974, Manitoba Pool Elevators closed iLs
remaining elevators at Croll, Dand and Regent leaving the
subdivision -with no traff ic" The result was the abahdonment
of the subdivision in

L976.

t-

A Selective Review of Problems Associated with Road Cost
Analysis
The usual procedure for analyzÍ-ng large numbers of

observations is to grouP the date into categories which,
through ease of handling and clarity of thought, make major
relationships more readily apparent. Inherent in this approach is the problem of choosing that classification
system which best retains important features necessary for
the analysis while eliminating irrelevant details that
would confuse. Roads generally are classified by their
surface type although other criteria such as weight capacity
and width of road surface are used" Such broad categories,
however, are rarely utilized by highway engineers who, iri
formulatins their detailed maintenance and reconstruction
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schedules, treat each road as physically unique, not only
from other roads but also internally--on a section by
section basis. This heterogeneity of roads is only one of
the problems associated with the analysis of road costs '

other problems that hamper the accurate measurement of road
wear are variations in traffic comPonents: traff.ic mix,
distance, volume from year to year and season to season.
These variations have separate effects uPon road \^iear and,
thus, uPon road costs.
Heterogeneity of Roads.
Every road section has unique characteristics, a
function of, for example, its soil base, method and quality

of constructionr- local topography and drainage patterns '
VJith these unique characteristics each road section resPonds
to the same traffic differently so that mainLenance and
reconstruction costs are not easily predictable. Any road
classification system must guard against being too broad,
thus losing important facts or too detailed, becoming impossible to grasp easily. Any attempt to construct a
schedule of road cosLs quickly encounters these problems '
Most provincial road classification systems are too
broad for use in accurate costing of road wear. The
Province of Manitoba has two categories of roads in Southern
Manitoba: (f) Provincial Trunk Highways (p'r'u") and (2)
Provincial Roads. P.T.H. have several different surface
treatments ranging from cement to an asphalt composite

¿)

while Provincial Roads are usuaLLy gravel surfaced although
the use of asphalt surfaces is growing, The range within
these two categories with respect to quality of construction,
width, ability to caTry large weights and general condition
is very large. The Manítoba Highways Department uses a
system of five classes of road, each class corresponding to
a range of traf.f.ic volumes, for internal maintenance cost
projections. For use in an analysis where traffic increments must be accurately costed, however, such broad
classes, while helpful, do not comprise the necessary
detail.
are also local gravel and dirt roads which
are the responsibility of the local municipatity" I¡trhile all
have lower const-ruction standards than Provincial Roads, the
municipal roads have wide variations in carrying ability and
general condition.
To be representative, road cost studies should take
into account the heterogeneity of roads and determine the
response of each road to various traffic 1oads. Through
this approach, a road cost study can reach a high degree of
There-

realism"

Traff ic Mix.
There is a great diversity of vehicles travelling
on the Prairie road network" While a large proportion of
the traffic upon major East-West highways consists of

inter-urban freight and passengeï traffic,

the traffic mix
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on the Prairie road system altay from major inter-urban
routes is regional in nature, concerned with the marketing
of local products and the consumption of pleasure travel.
The local network carries consurnPtion goods from urban

areas to rural households while the reciprocal traffic
consists of raw materials and local commodities undergoing

transport to market centers"
Road wear is not a linear function of the traffic
volume but is an exPonential function of the weight resting
on each ^*L".25 Thus the damage attributable to truck
traffic is greater than the simple proportion of truck
Xraff.ic volu¡ne to road traffic volume would indicate" The
inherent in a grain producing and exporting region contributes an important percentage of total
truck traffic and, therefore, of total local road wear.
Measuring this farm truck traffic is necessary in any attempt to anaLyze road costs in the grain-producing regions
farm truck traffic

of the Prairies.
in this measurement of farm
truck traffic is the great diversity in truck sLze"
Prairie farm trucks used for hauling grain are a large
number of sizes and this range of sizes presents a calculation problem" Table 2 illustrates the diversity of farm
A major difficulty

25o^^ ch¡ntor TTT for
a more
See Chapter III f
function.
the axle load measurement

sP(:cific

treatment of

Table

2

Averqge Size of Tn+ck, Number of Trucks, Average Bushels
Transported and Average Year of Truôk for Farmers
Owning Trucks, Boissevain Region

T970_T97L

,

Size of Truck (Gross Vehicle Weight)
6,000
and

less

Average size of

truck

Number

in stratum

Average bushels
transported

6,0019,000

9, 00112,000

12,00116,000

16, 001-

22,000

22,00L
and

Total

all

over

trucks

,686

26,59L

11, 355

5,755

7,878

L0,262

14, 863

364

466

303

293

244

6t

L,7 3L

2,976

3,2L7

3,937

4,598

6,005

8,549

4, l0B

L962

19 55

1960

19 55

196r

L964

19 59

L9

Average year

of truck

SOURCE:

R. J., Tosterud, I'A Simulation Model for Rationalizlrng the Grain Transportation
and Handlilg System in !'lestern Canada on a Regional Éasis" (unpublishä¿
Doctorrs dissertation, University of Manitobal L973), p. ll0.
tv

\

,/x

)^

truck sLzes ín the Boissevain region for L970-7L.'" Farm
trucks have a wide range of capacities and gross vehicle
weights (C"V.W. ¡ as well as the possibility of a different
number of axles and wheels, All of these factors must be
considered before reckoning the effect that each truck has
upon the road surface. In addition, each road reponds in a
unique manner to the same equivalent weight application.
These variables suggest that the systems approach be used
to include all of these factors when an attempt is made to
allocate a road wear cost as a conseguence of farm truck
traffic.
Distance.

is another of the traffic components whose
in measuring road \^7ear. The
variation causes difficulties
relationship between distance and road \^7ear is one of truck
sLze" Irtrhat effect does farm to elevator distance have upon
truck sLze? Intuitively one expects that as distance increases, ceteris paribus, so should the average size of
trucks. It is assumed that as truck sLze increases, per
bushel collection costs decrease. In the Boissevain region,
for L970-7L, as shown by Table 3, this hypothesis linking
Distance-.

26n. J. Tosterud, "A Simulation Model for RationaLLzÍ-ng the Grain Transportation and Handling System in
I^Iestern Canada on a Regional Basis (unpublished Doctorrs
dissertation, University of Manitoba, L973), p. f10.

Table 3
Farmers
Average One-i^laY Distance, Number of Trucks and Size of Truck forRegion
Boissevain
Truckers,
Custom
Ownine Trucks and Faráers Using
L97

0-L97L

One-lnlay

0.0-3.

Farmers owning trucks:
" one-T^7ay distance

Avg

to elevator
Number in stratum
Average sLze of truck
(cvñI)

0

3,1-6 .0

.5s

2 "0L

4

406

752

Lr,L66

LL,572

¡

Distance to Elevator
6

.1-9 .0

7

.28

406

ll,184

9

,L-Lz "0

10.

l6

L2.L
and

Total
-11
o!r

over

trucks

15,13

5.25

4L

L,73L

L0,4L7

L3,829

11,355

10. 10

L4,48

). JJ

L26

Farmers using custom

truckers:
Avg. one-\,vay distance
to elevator
Number
SOURCE:

in stratum

r.

86

t07

/,

/,o

188

7

"3L

106

42

l3

456

R, J. Tosterud, "A Simulation Model for Rationalizing the,,Grai" T59","Portation
and Handling System in lrlestern Canada on a Regional,Basi"l'^(unpublished
Doctorts diõsertation, University of Manitoba, L973), p. f07"
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distance and truck sLze is supported for one-way distances
greater than L2.L miles while for resser distances there is
no dis cernable trend.27
The acceptance of this hypothesis has implications

for any rationali-zatLon

in which collection points
would be spaced further and further apart. Given a constant
volume of grain, which causes the greater v¡ear on roads:
large but fewer trucks or small but more trucks? shurson
and sparks suggest that, given a constant quantity of grain
to be hauled, 750 bushel capacity trucks will do half the
road damage of 200 bushel capacity tr.r.k".28 I/üith these
conclusions ,--any rationalLzatLon scheme which induces farms
to use large trucks may have a beneficial effect upon road
scheme

wear.

The effect that distance has upon truck size and

ultimately road wear is difficult to determine. It is
necessary, however, to determine the effect before any
rationalization model is chosen as trtherr one for imolementation.
27

Ibid., p.

L07

"

28C. I^L Shurson and G. A. Sparks.
_
"CentraLizatíon
of country Elevator_.operations and lts rrirpact
upon trre
Rural Road Network,'r The Logistics
"rd Tlãr-9p_ott"lion
Review, Vol. g, No" 2W
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Volume.

Primary farm marketings through the licensed elevator system in l¡lestern Canada fluctuate from year to year
depending upon weather, world market demand and other

conditions. In the design of any rationalization scheme,
the range of these oscillating marketings must be recognized. For example, the Prairie primary farm marketing in
the 1972-73 crop year was 992"7 million bushels while in
the Lg74-75 crop yea-r it was 734.L million bush "L".29
Should the base volume for a newly-designed graLn handling
and transportation system be too small, then in peak volume
years the sys-tem would not be able to handle the flow.
Similarly, in the use of the systems approach to rationaLízat:.on that included road costs, choosing a base volume
that was not realistic may indicate that a scheme with a
certain distribution of elevator points which was cost minimizing with respect to road wear is no l-onger cost minimizing. A major shift in truck traffic volume may greatly
increase road costs and this increase in costs could change
the cost-minimizing aspect of the entire model.
Volume fluctuation and the subsequent effect on the
cost-minLmizaXLon aspect of the entire rationalization
scheme is a prime example of the need for sensitivity
testing. Should traffic volume be a very sensitive
7q
-'Based

on correspondence with George Mclaughlin,
Statistics Division, Canadian Grain Commission, I,r7innipeg"
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component of the total cost of the system, then the scheme
chosen must be one that can optimally handle large shifts
in traf f ic volume, The search f or the t'optimumtt solution

must be tempered by the need for flexibility.

Estimating the volume that may flow through the
system is difficult but, considering the effect that increases in traffic

load may have upon road costs, it is
necessary that the volume estimation be made which is
realistic for the region"
Seasonal.

Primary farm grain marketings do not only fluctuate
from year to year but they also fluctuate seasonally.
Figure 1 illust{ates the five year average seasonal market-

ings for the Canadian Grain Commissionts I¡Iestern Division
from LTTL-72 to Lg75-76. Deliveries are highest just before
the end of the crop year and after the harvest while winter
months and the month of August are periods of lowest
delivery of grain.
Farm grain hauling is not only seasonal in nature
but is concentrated on days within each period. i,Ieather,
quotas and general economic conditions all contribute to
the "peakingrr of farm trucking on certain days. i^Ihen
sundays, other holidays and seasonal weight restriction
periods are considered, there may be only 200 days a year
in which grain is hauled in the average Prairie region.
This point brings up the problem of averaging" Any analysis
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FIGURE

1

WFSTERN DIY'STCN PR'MARY FARM MARKETINGS
THROUGÍ{ TICENSED ELEVATORS, 5 YE,AR AVERAGE
7971-72 ïO 1975-76
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in which total farm deliveries are averaged over the year
introduces error into the research. Once the seasonal
traffic peaks are included, the \^iear on a road may be
greatly increased and the road costs may be greater than
otherwise would be expected. Roads, which under no peaking
problems can easily handle the traffic, may be found to
break up under the intensified use caused by seasonal
variation.
The time of the year affects road wear. Traffic
carried in the winLer months when the road beds are f.rozen
causes tittle , Ll anY, road \dear. Under frozen conditions,
roads can car--ry a much greater volume and weight of traffic
than at any other time of the year. In spring when road
beds are soft, wèight restrictions are usually ín force.
Under spring conditions, any increase in traffic could have
a major effect upon road wear and eventual coflapse. One
overloaded truck mâY, by itself, damage a road bed enough
to necessitate heavy reconstruction. Both sufitrner and autumn
haulage affect road wear to a different degree. This
factor of seasonal traffic changes and different road
response Ís a major one that presents problems to the
researcher. Often it is unrealistic to attempt to include
all of these variables in a system approach so the challenge
becomes one of choosing those variables which are most
traffic

necessarv to the research.

Iþç lmp"c! of Road Surface Upon Trucking Costs
Road surface has an effect upon trucking costs.
Studies performed aL the University of Manitoba dealing
with farm trucking .o"t"30 and custom trucking
"ort"31
for grain demonstrate that the type of road surface has
influence upon trucking costs.
Farm

an

Trucking Costs.

a random sample of. L28 farm trucks in
Manitoba and Eastern Saskatchewan for the L967-68 crop year,
one of the aims of this study was to determine the impact
upon grain transportation costs of variations in the proportion of giain miles on treated surface ro"d".32 Treated
and gravel surfaces were the two categories of road surface
in the study" The relationship between the proportion of
grain miles on treated surface roads and average cost per
Based upon

30n. I^I. Tyrchniewicz, A. H. Butler and o" P. Tangri,
The Cost of Transporting Grain by Farm Truck. Research
Éation Studies,
University of Manitbbã, July, L97L).
3l-E. tü. Tyrchniewicz, G, I,ü. Moore and O. P" Tangri,
The Cost of TransÞorting Graín by Custom and Commercial"
Tran-sportation Studies, University of Manitoba, August,
Le7

4)'.

3ZGt^Ln

miles refer to the annual truck miles in
grain transportation, which is equal to the annual number of
trips to the various sales outlets multiplied by the appropriate round-trip distance to that sales outlet.
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bushel-mile was negativ",33 That ir, as the proportion
of
grain miles on treated surfaces roads increases, the
average cost per bushel-mile decrease."34

Trucking Costs.
As with the farm trucking cost study, Lg67-6g crop
year data
'rere used in the custom trucking study" The
study region encompassed i,rlestern Manitoba and Eastern
Custom

saskatche'ran from which 45 usable questionnaires Ì,vere
obtained. one of the aims of this study was to determine

the impact that the proportion of grain mires on treated
surface roads has upon grain trucking costs. Treated
surface and gravel roads were the two surface categories in
the analysis. 4s \,vas demonstrated in the farm trucking
cost study, the rerationships between the proportion of
grain miles on treated surface roads and average cost per
bushel-mile was negativ..35 The anarysis also reveared that
the proportion of grain mires on treated surface roads is

greater for larger trucks, âs well as for trucks travelling
3A

brr"hul-mile is defined as the movement of
bushel of grain a distancã of one mile.
pp

. ,r-rtoolT
35

chniewicz

' Butler and ran8ri,

op

. cit.

TyrchniewLcz, Moore and Tangri, op. cit.,

one

,

p. 42.
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a greater distance to the sales outlet.36 These relationships are an important influence upon some of the problems
associated with road cost studies.
Both reports stated that the type of road surface
affects truck average costs. This conclusion has implications for the rationalLzaLLon of the graLn handling and
transportation system. Should rationalization result in
elevators being located further and further apart from each
other, âs most proposed schemes suggest, then there would
be an increase in the trucking of grain. Treated surfaces
would cause lower average trucking costs than would occur
on roads witþ a gravel surface. The relationship between
the savings on trucking costs compared with the increased
expenditure on r-oad construction and maintenance will
determine the economic feasibility of this approach. The
systems approach could be used to anaLyze the region under
study to determine which roads should undergo surface
treatment and which should be left as gravel to minimize
total system costs
A Critique of

Some

Previous Road Impact Studies

There are a number of studies which have attempted

to estimate the impact of additional grain trucking upon
the Prairie road network" The six following studies have
all been completed since L973 and each concentrates upon

36rbrd,, pp. 42-44.
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different areas of the Prairies. Of the six studies, five
provide a road cost related to the abandonment of various
rail branchlines while the remaining study gives a general
description of the intensity of road impact as the distance
between collection Points increases. The studies are discussed in chronological order, starting with the Platts
Study of L973"
The Platts Studv.

to provide a
Saskatchewan Government input into the discussion and
controversy that followed the release of the Grains Group
The Platts Study3T was initiated

ô^

report.Jö The particular rationalLzaLLon scheme examined
by the platts St-udy is the reduction of the Prairie elevator
system to 3,600 elevators in L969. The Platts Study separately estimated the capital and maintenance cost implications of this scheme over a twenty-year design period
(tglZ-gl) f.or the road system of two regions: The Kerrobert
Region and the Medstead Region. The Kerrobert Region
scenario abandoned 308 miles of rail line while the Medstead
l. B. Platts, ttThe Impact of a RationaLLzed'
two
Country Elevator Systeii ol Rural Roads qnÇ^fighlfays-in
(Planning
Branch,
Saskatche\''ran"
of
resionÉ of the Proíince
Saãkatchewan Department of Highways and Transportation,
L97 3) (t"iimeograþhed) .
37

3Scrain Handling and Transportation Costs in Canada,
prepared for the Grains-GrouP, Office of the Minister, the
honäurable Otto E. Lang (Ottàwa: The Queenrs Printer,
August, L97L) "
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Region scenario abandoned 227 mi-1-es. These two regions are
heavily affected by abandonment and Platts warned that
should the study conclusions be extended for use over the
enLire Province, ttcaution would be required in expanding

the figures in order to prevent over-estimation of
?q
imoact, rr"'

The Platts study has five weaknesses that detract
rrorder of magnifrom its modest aim of estimating only an
tudett of the impact of rationalLzatíon' These shortcomings

are: (f) the assumption of a standard truck sLze for calculating road wear, (2) the procedure for selecting alternate
delivery poi.nts, (3) the routes utiLízed, (4) tfre capital
cost equations, and (5) the lack of base traffic statistics.
The assumption of a 250 bushel capacity farm truck
for the twenty-year design period (L972-91) weakens the
credibility of the study. A standard truck size was created
for several reasons, among which are: ease of computation,
the diversity of farm truck sizes and the unknown impact
that rationalization will have upon the farm truck population. Platts utitized two L97L sources of data: the
canada Department of Agriculture and the saskatche\,van
Department of Highways. These two sources supported the
assumption of a 25O bushel capacity single rear axle truck
as the basic farm truck in L97L. These two sources of data
39
--Platts,

op. cit", P.

19.
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do not support the assumption of this "standard" farm

truck to

1991"

The magnitude of road cost bias introduced by the

assumption of constant average farm truck capacity is af-

fected by the type of larger farm truck assumed: single
¡:eaT axle or dual (tandem or tag) rear axle. Road wear is
an exponential function of the weight resting on each axle"
Single rear axle trucks which have a capacity greater than
250 bushels will inflict greater wear to the rural road
40
T
,r
Lr
Lr ^
the rationalLza1-uíon scenarÍo
In the
event that
svstem,'anaLyzed by Platts results in a trend to single TeaT axle
trucks with ¿ larger capacity, then the Plattts road costs
will be low. Should farmers react to longer haul distance
by the purchase'-of dual rear axle trucks, then the opposite
would occur: Plattst road cost estimates would be high.
Shurson and Sparks suggest, that for a given amount of grain

to be transported, dual rear axle trucks cause less road
damage than do single rear axle ttucks.4l The assumPtion of
a standard capacity farm truck for any one year is, in
itself, a loss of realism. The utilization of an
40-raole

sutrnissíon
concept.

4 in the critique of the Province of Alberta
further alons in thfs chapter illustrates this

4LC. üI. Shurson and G. A, Sparks. 'rCentralization
of Country Elevator Operations and Ïts Lípact Upon the
Rural Road Networkr" The Lggistics and Transportation
Review, Vol. 9, No, 2 (L973), p. L47.

4L

unrealistically small standard truck for a twenty yeaT
period compounds this loss of realism and affects the credibility of the Platts sLudy"
The second shortcoming of the Platts study is the
selection of alternate delivery points. Of the fifty-four
delivery points abandoned in this scenario, it was decided
that, except for three points, all farmers delivering to
arly one closed point would unanimously choose the

same

alternate point. The post-ratLonaLLzation elevator point
identification was a judgement process based 'rlargely upon
shortest haul distance with minor adjustments for road
surface typs...|'42 It is extremely doubtful that there would
be such unanimity of opinion among farmers. Even for the
three points where grain was assigned to more than one
alternate point, the grain was evenly shared between two
alternate points. one suspects that the Procedure of
manually calculating road impact was a significant factor
in this unrealistic allocation of farm grain to alternate
p

oints

.

Route selection is another weakness of the study.
A series of "inter-elevator linksrt \n/as plotted along the
shortest feasible route between a closed point and the point

receiving the re-assigned grain. Feasibility was attempted
by charting the route over roads best able to withstand the

o'rtu.aa", op. cit. p, I
,
'

42

If possible, provincial highways were
additional traffic.
utilized. The Decreasing Correction Factor Method43 assigned traffic loads over the one route (composed of interelevator links) between the closed point and its alternate.
The traffic load decreased from its maximum value at the
alternate point to zero at the closed point" The decrease
occurred in stages coinciding with the junction of feeder
routes. The iu'raf.f.ic load cannot be greater than that
generated by the total diverted grain carried Ln 250 bushel
capacity trucks. It was assumed that feeder roads into the
inter-elevator route are not adversely affected by increased
truck traffic and, therefore, incur no additional costs,
The effect of this 'rfunnelingt' of grain traffic
along one route'is to over-estimate the road cost impact of
this rationali-zatíon scenario. Many provincial highways in
rural areas are oil treatment highways " Oil treatment
the
highways are very sensitive to increased truck traffic:
oil surface will break down under heawy'vehicle loads. The
arbitrary funneling of the displaced grain traffic along
provincial highways, many of which are oil treatment highr/,lays, will bias the road costs upward. The results of the
Plattts Study support this proposal: 80 percent of the
capital impact figure calculated for the Kerrobert Region
and 95 percent of that figure calculated for the Medstead

43rbro., p. 5r.

Region \,vere attributable to the reconstruction and up-

grading of existing oil treatment highways Lo paved
.44
In the a"rea of maintenance , 65 percent and
srancaros.
73 percent of the mainLenance cost increases for the
Kerrobert Region and the Medstead Region were allotted to
oil treatment highway",45 The significance of these
percentages is real Lzed when compared with the fact that

oil treatment highways comprise onLy 25 percent and 35
percent, respectively, of the total link mileage.
The capital cost equations are the fourth shortcoming of the Platts Study. l^Ihereas maintenance costs
were determÍned in advance by formula for various incremental traffic loads for each road type, caPital improvements were bas¿d upon judgement. Increased annual equivalent 18 kip single axle loads were calculated for each
ttinLer-elevator line.tt Highway engineers then estimated
the number of years that a capital improvement to that
ftinter-elevator 1ink" would be advanced due to the in-

load. Costs were allocated accordingly.
The degree of advancement for each ttinter-elevator linert
lvas judged from such factors as ithighway subsystem, design
standard, yeal of subgrade construction, surface type and
creased traffic

44tbrd", p.

L7 "

45rbid., p.

18.

44

/,^
\,Jidth."*o This process is analogous to the one followed
of this manual
in the Brandon Stud y.47 The inflexibility
approach not only precludes the ready testing of different
rational Lzati-on scenarios but also precludes the assumption
of diff erent rrinter-elevator links. "
The final weakness of the Platts study is the lack
of base traffic statistics for all but Provincial highways'
The use of a ttbest guesstf to set standard base traffic
loads for grid, main farm access and gravel roads casts
suspicion uPon the incremental maintenance cost figures '
A standard base XraÍ.fLe load Í.or each of these three road
types removes the realism that area studies require. The
incremental maintenance cost equations in this Study are
sensitive to minor variations in traffic loads. The lack
of realistic base traffic statistics casts doubt upon the
conclusions of this study that, over a twenty year period,

maintenance costs for the Kerrobert Region would increase
by $870,000 while those for the Medstead Region would
48

increase by $1r3801000, Increments cannot be accurate
unless the base figures are known.

46rbrd., p" tt.
47th" Canada Grains Council, The Grain Handling
Transoortation System in the Brandon Area (VJinnipeg,

48rbid., p. L7.

and

Shurson and Sparks.

Shurson and sp"tk"49 attempted to estimated the
impact that changes in truck traffic would have upon the

rural road network as a result of varying degrees of,
centralization of the country elevator system. A uniform
ag-ri'cultural plane was assumed with the collection points
located on a square matrix with major routes between
centers and a grid of secondary routes. rt follows that
total truck traffic destined to each collection point is
proportional to the square of the distance between collection point".50 The result is that totar truck traffic
observed at.,a. collection point is relatively insensitive
to small changes in the spacing between collection points
but is highly sênsitive to rarge scale changes in col.
lectíon point spacing,
The analysis next quantified the expected truck
volumes into equivalent 18 kip axle loads in order to
assess the effect upon the rural road system. shurson and
sparks made the following sÍgnificant statement:
". o.from the poi_nt of view of impact upon
the road network, it is twice .'= desirable
to use the 750 bushel tandem axle truck

ota=-". shurson and G.
A. sparks, rrcentrarization
î
.
^
of country
Etevaror operãËionÀ â"¿-fË"^'ï,i,p"ð;^Töä'r'hã---Rural Road Network," rþg lg€istics an¿ rrãnsJoiiãËio.,
Review, Vol. 9, No. Z-TTgTsl.
50

Ibid., p"

L43.
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rather than the 200 bushel sinsle axle

truck. 't5l
The main conclusion of the study was that major elevator

centralizatLon would have its greatest impact upon oil
treatment and, to a lesser extent, gravel surface roads,
Small scale consolidation, up to a spacing of 20 miles,
would have a rninor effect upon rord*.52
The Shurson and Sparks analysis contained three

features that weaken the study: (1) the assumption of
either 200 bushel capacity single-rear axle trucks or 750
bushel capacity tandem rear axle trucks, (2) tne lack of
road cost data, and (3) the emphasis upon the effects of
large scale centralLzation"
The exclusion of the broad diversity of
Saskatchewan farm truck sizes, while not a major weakness
in a theoretical analysis such as this, would preclude the
easy application of the Shurson and Sparks methodology to
the calculation of a quantitative cost result. As the
major aim of analysis should be to provide a quantitative
response to aid in decision-making, the Shurson and Sparks
approach, while a useful tool, is not adequate. Farm
q'ì
--Ibid.,

p.

L47,

52tbid., p. 158. It is interesting to note that
increasing the collection point spacing to 20 miles would
reduce the number of Saskatchewan grain collection points
to 520. This contrasts with the Platts studv where it
\,ras assumed that Saskatchewan would have ove? twice that
number of collection points.

+/
t-

trucks cannot be considered to be one of- two sízes as such
anassumptionwillbiastheroad\^Teareffect.Asan
example, the study assumes that large scale centralLzatLon
would result in the use of 750 bushel tandem rear axle
trucks. This assumption neglects the fact that producers
living close to a collection point will still be able
economicaLLy to utilize smaller trucks. such simptifications such as these remove much realism for an analysis "
TheShursonandsparksstudydoesnotattemptto
attach costs to any one centralization scenario; what it
does is to provide a general measure of the road lvear
implicatio4s as the distance increases between collection
points, It points out that oil surface roads and gravel
surface roads bear the brunt of road degradation. In
addition, the study demonstrates that the secondary routes
near the extremities, rather than those near the center of
a shed area, have the greatest increase in traffic load of
all secondary ro.d".53 inlhile interesting, these study
results are not hetpful in the construction of a total
least-cost grain handling and transportation system"
Neither reconstruction nor maintenance costs are provided'
I,lhaË would be useful is the estimation of an apProximate
annual road cost of different distances between collection

53tbr¿.. po l5o' This viewpoint is different from
the Platts StudY where it \^ias assumèd that these were no
significant effects uPon secondary roads.
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points, for example, ten miles, fifteen mi1es, twenty miles
and so on.
Even though such costs would be, at best, t'ball-

park" numbers, they would be more useful than the Shurson
and Sparks qualitative approach with respect to costs,
The emphasis upon the effects of large scale and
centralLzatLon debilitates the study, After stating that
a spacing of collection points under twenty miles would
have only a minor effect on road maintenance, the study
goes on in greater length upon the more significant road
effect of spacing collection points up to and beyond 60
miles apart... t¡trhile an interesting exercise, such emphasis
is misplaced. The upper distances considered between collection points'are not germane to the analysis of the
1970rs and 1980ts. The authors should have explored the
road impact of spacing collection points 30 miles apart
and less. As the authors mentioned in an aside, centralization with spacing between points of twenty miles would
reduce the number of collection points in saskatchewan to
approximately 520 while a spacing of 50 miles would reduce
the number of Sa'skatchewan collection points to approximately 85.-- The need is to concentrate upon the practical
and not to concentrate upon the unrealistic.
-t

54

Ibid., p.

L56"

/,o

Aside from the aforementioned weaknesses, the
Shurson and Sparks study is an interesting concePtual look

at the road impact of grain collection point centralization.
The Brandon Area Study.

This study55 is the only Prairie in-depth grain
handling and transportation a-rea analysis comPleted by a
conrnittee of producers, elevator, railway and provincial
<^
government personnel.'o It tto..describes in some detail
producer trucking, farm storage, elevator and railway
operations and cost experiences in t97T-72 within the
"
area " ,,57

Three basic alternative grain collection systems

were anaLyzed lor the Brandon Area of Manitoba. Alternative Number One upgraded alt the light density rail lines
to a gross carrying capacity of 263,000 pounds with the
elevator system remaining in place" Alternative Number Two
))The Canada Grains Council, The Grain Handling
Transoortation System in the Brandon Area (!üinnipeg,

and

56rh" Canada Grains Council initiated a second
study titled The Area Eleven Study to apply the methodology
developed for the Brandon Area Study to a -rggion in
Saskatthevran. The Area Eleven Study--roughly encomPasgÍng
the territory between Lloydminster,- Saskatoon, Kyle Sttd
Coronation--i,¡as adjourned-with the announcement of the
formation of the Giain Handling and Transportation Com-

mis

s

ion.

571h. Canada Grains Council, oP. cit.,

p"

2"
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the tighr density rail lines with all the elevators remaining in operation. conrnercial trucks were
employed to transport grain from the now, off-track elevators to elevators on the basic rail network, The abandonment of the light density rail lines along with the
elevators located on these raíL lines comprised Alternative

abandoned

Number Three.

No incremental road costs \,vere assumed for "Alternative Number one since the grain handling system was not
altered, Alternative Number Two--which employed homogeneous con'rnercial trucks--readily allowed the Manitoba
Department gf Highways engineers to calculate road degra-

dation of the trucking routes and to generate incremental
road cost estiniätes. The increased farm trucking of
Alternative Number Three entailed too greaX an investment
of time by the Department of Highways engineers to calcurrballpark" cost per
late the incremental road damage and a
bushel was therefore assigned"
The study has two road cost weaknesses: (f) the

inability to incorporate the heterogenous Prairie farm
truck population into the calculations of road wear, and
inherent in the method utilized to
(2) the inflexibility
estimate the effect of incremental truck traffic upon road
costs.

to incorPorate the diversity of
local farm trucks used to haul grain is a major weakness
of the Brandon Area Study" Of the three scenarios anaLYzed,
The inabilitY

5l
only Alternative Number Three envisaged an increased farm
trucking distance. The Brandon Area Study Committee,
however, did not investigate the road costs of this additional farm trucking distance. Citing the many unknowns
in the Brandon Area farm truck population, the Study Cornmittee tt..decided to arbitrarily allocate an extra cost to
the highways for maintenance of lç per bushel"r'58 The
Study Committee did not state whether this cost is a net
road cost or a gross road cost. If it is a gross cost,
then a saving must be included to reach a net cost since,
as truck patterns change, some roads will have less traf.fic,
and presumabty lower maintenance costs, than before' The
accuracy of this approach is, at best, questionable, One
suspects that the method used to estimate incremental road
costs--to be discussed next--\^ias an important factor in
this allocation of 1ç per bushel for road costs"
Alternative Number Two utilj-zed conrnercial trucks
to transport grain from the off'track elevators, caused by
the abandonment of the light-density rail lines, to the
elevators on the basic rail network. All cornmercial trucks
\,vere assumed to carry 800 bushels with a gross vehicle
weight of 74,000 pounds. The routes followed by these
trucks \,vere derived by I'plotting the shortest distance over
.)x
-"Ibid",
p.

L9

"
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the rural road network from a branch line delívery point
to a main line delivery point."59 Once the increased
stress on each affected road segment was calculated,
Department of Highways engineers made a "rough estimate...
as to the potential damage..."60 The engineers considered
present road condition, present traff.Lc volume and the
absolute increase in traffic volume in making their rrrough"
estimates. This approach, while presumably as accurate as
possible, is time-consuming and inflexible"
Should incremental traffic volumes change, then the entire road cost
study would have to be re-estimated by the Department of
Highways engineers.

The Brandon Area Study was a prototype analysis of

rail rationalization and its effects upon the cost structures of each participant in the process. As with any
prototype, improvements can be made" In the aïea of road
costs, the need is to add flexibility and mechanizatLon to
future analyses: flexibility to consider a diversity of
truck gross vehicle weights and mechanization to enable the
road wear component of many scenarios to be rapidly estimated. The use of Department of Highways engineers to
assess the effect of each scenario upon each road segment
59rbid.

, p.
6otbid., p.

L7

"

38,
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too limiting and costlY an exercise to Permit
expansion of the Brandon Area Study methodology.

r,ras

easy

Province of Alberta.
The Province of Alberta estimated the incremental
road costs from the abandonment of rail branch lines at
two separate hearings before the Hal1 Cornrnission. At
6L
che Province submitted its methodology while at
Stettter
Saskatoon.62 total incremental costs for the abandonment of

thirty-one rail subdivisions \,,rere exhibited. Two methods
of post-abandonment grain transportation were considered:
(1) semi-trailer units from off-track elevators to rail
head elevators, and Q) direct producer hauling from farm
to rail head elevators.
Preliminary studies of engineering literature indicated that, r.or a given amount of grain to be transported,
high capacity semi-trailer trucks have less total load
effect upon the road structure than smaller capacity
trucks, upon further analysis, however, the Province of
Alberta decided that the above case does not necessarily
apply:

6lAtb.rta Transportation, in a submission to the
Grain Handling and Tran-sportation Commission, Stettler,
Alberta, June-l4, L97 6.
62alb"tta Transportation,
to the
ir a submission
of
Behalf
on
Commission
Tranbportatioir
HandlinÃ-ãn¿
Grain
the GovernmenE of Albertã, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
August 30, L976

</,

producers in the
"In mosE cases individual
oroduction area of a delivêry point that may
t. closed have more than one râil head elevator
option, and consequently disperse .the loadings
oi-t *orá than one route to railhead elevators '
Inlhereas the large trucks would tend to use one
sinsle route frõm a,çatellite elevator to the
neaiest rail head.rroJ
This approach of the Province of Alberta differs
from that of both the Platts study and the Province of
6L
Saskatchewaneoa which assume that farm trucks would follow
ttinter-elevator links.rr
one route consisting of a series of
The Province of Alberta projected the loadings upon

the road system over the next twenty years and the basic
road management program that would likely have been followed. The increased loadings as a resulË of elevator
closure \,rere th.en estimated along with a modified road
managementprogramoThedÍfferencebetweenthetwo
programs was defined as the incremental road cost attributable to rail line abandonment" Both capital and
maintenance expenditures were included in the incremental
road costs. In addition to rural road costs, street improvements in communities which would receive the concen-

trated grain truck traffic were also calculated. Costs
Tdere based over a twenty year period in L975 costs" If

p.

63Alb"tta Transportation, Stettler, op' cit',
2.

64Pto.rirr"" of Saskatche\^ian, in a submission to the
Grain Handling ãttA Transportation Conrnission, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan,-SePtember 3, L976'
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all thirty-one subdivisions \,rere totally abandoned the
incremental road cost would be $44.g million.65
The methodology described bv the province of
Alberta appears realistic but, as no supporting data was
presented, it is impossibre to conrnent upon the accuracy
of the conclusions. one interesting factor does stand out:
that the relationship between rail rational izai.Lon and the
attendant incremental road costs need not always be positive" rndeed, of two rationarLzatíon scenarios with
equal farm trucking dispersal patteïns, the one which
entails greater average farm trucking distances may generate less inc-remental road costs than the other scenario.
This is due to the use of larger farm trucks. rt is
generally assumèd that, âs haul distance increases, farmers
will replace their present farm trucks over time with
larger ones. As Table 4 illustrates for a given grain
volume to be transported, three axle trtandemrr trucks wourd
have a lesser road impact than the use of the current farm
populatÍon mix of two axle trucks. Depending upon the
effect upon the farm truck popuration, therefore, one
cannot always assume that incremental road costs will in_
crease in some direct relationship with incremental truck
miles.

o)Alt,erta Transportation,
Saskatoon, op. cit.
.F

D.

L7.

,

Table 4
Road Effect of Various Truck TYPes
To Move 300r000 Bushels Per Year
-Trucks per

Truck type
Average
Farm truck

Bushels

E.

S.A.L.1

Trucks per,
Year

full
Yeã,r2

Average^

Day

Peak molrth

July3

E"

S.A. L.

ñôr
t'-'

\7êâ1-

225

.76

l, 330

L2

l,

286

1.61

1, 050

l0

1,690

53s

L.2L

s60

5

680

4 Axle
Itsemitt

768

2 "82

390

+

5 Axle
lrsemilt

964

2.42

310

3

2 Axle

ll3 ton"

3 Axle
"tandemtr

SOURCE:

l,

010

100

750

Alberta Transportation, in a submission to the Grain Handling and Transportation
Commission, Stettler, Alberta, June L4, L976"
l. Equivalent Single Axle loads
2, 5 -days a week,-52 weeks
3. 18 pêrcent Ín July, 5 days a week, 4 weeks.
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The polícy implications of this conclusion are

large. The assumption can no longer be made that, ceteris
paribus, the greater the degree of rail rationalj-zat|on,
the greater will be road costs" It may well be that the
incremental road cost savings of an enlarged rationalization scenario would be sufficient to enable the governments concerned to compensate farmers for part, or all, of
the additional costs of purchasing "tandemtr trucks rather
than larger two axle trucks. The extent of this approach
would, of course, depend upon the expected incremental
road cost savings, if any, of one rationalLzatLon scenario
versus anoth.er.

Province of Manitoba.
The Province of Manitobt66 submitted a range of

road costs estimates which could result from the abandonment of 727 mLLes of rail branch line in the province. The

realism of the methodology used to calculate the e>!pected
range of road costs is, at best, questionable"
Manitoba contains approximately 4r500 miles of rail
line and approximately 47 r500 miles of road" This provides
a ratio of 10"5 miles of road for each mile of rail line.
The abandonment of 727 mlLes of rail line, therefore, would
66Pro,ri.r"" of Manitoba, in a submission to the
Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, September, L976 "

s8

affect 7,6oa miles of toud,.67 The provincial road network
is constituted as follows: 8.4 percent provincial Trunk
Highway, 15,8 percent Provincial Roads and 75"9 percent
municipal to"d".68 rt was assumed that the 7,600 miles of
road affected by rail abandonment would have the same
composition" Both Provincial Trunk Highway and provincial
Road unit repair costs were estabrished, Two estimates of
per mile repair costs lrere assigned to municipar roads:
one submitted by the municipalities and the other introduced by the Province. The totar estimated road costs
resulting from rail line abandonment were $41.g million
and $93.7 mi.llion respectively.69
The Province of Manitoba submission has two main
weaknesses: (r)- trre simplistic use of a ratio and (2) the
supposition that each one of the 7,600 miles of road assumed to be affected by rail line abandonment would require
extensive expenditures.
The use of a Provincial ratio to ascertain the

miles of road affectéd by rail line abandonment
is simplistic" Rail line abandonment will not occur in
relation to the miles of road in an area. some of the rail
67

7r7 * f0.5 : 7,600"
68rbid., p" 26"

69-,..
rDlo.,

P.

29"

<o

branch lines, which are candidates for abandonment, are
concentrated in a small region and as such, maY have an
70
In other areas'
intense effect upon the local traffie.'"

very few miles of rail line are being considered for
disruption in
abandonment and, thus, would cause little
traffic patterns.'- Some other factors which will have an
influence upon the road impact a're: traffic volumes on
lines being abandoned, number of producers affected, the
number of alternate delivery points within reasonable
distance, and so on. The calculation and utilization of
-7

1

this ratio appears to be based uPon convenience and not
upon objecti.ve analysis. The resultant lack of realism
detracts from the credibility of the study
The Province of Manitoba suPPosition that each of
the 7,600 miles of road affected by rail line abandonment
would require exLensive work is questionable. Incremental
truck traffic was assumed to necessitate the sealcoating
of all Provincial Trunk Highways while all Provincial Roads
would require regïavelling" Municipal roads would require
upgrading as well, although at two different costs. The
70rh. Lenore, Miniota, Neepawa, Rapid City- and
Varcoe Subdivisions whicfr total 2BB miles of rail branch
line are candidates for abandonment. They are located in
an area 80 by 35 miles '
7lrh" Inlakopa Subdivision is an example of a rail
line which is bounãed on both sides by permanent network
rail lines "
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Municipal estimates of upgrading were judged rrextremely
conservativert by the Province and a figure of two and one
half times as much was deemed arrminimum ."72 It was the
presence of these two municipal road upgrading costs which
resulted in the estimation of two total road costs from
rail line

abandonment.

The costs assigned to each of the three road types
by the Province of Manitoba do not appear to be based on

any in-depth research. If incremental truck traffic was
not calculated, then any estimate of incremental road
j-mpact costs \..ras merely an exercise. Neither the per mile

costs assigned to each road tyPe, the incremental traffic
on each road segment nor the number of miles of road affected by rail ''line abandonment seem to have resulted from
more than a simplistic analysis. In comparison to the
73
Province of Alberta study,'- the Provínce of Manitoba submission lacks depth,
Province of Saskatchewan.
74
The Province of Saskatche\,van estimated the incremental road costs from the abandonment of 2,4L8 miles of
T2Ptorrirr"e of Manitoba,

. cit. , p . 25 .
73Alb"tta Transportation, in a submission to the
Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Stettler,
Alberta, June L4, L976.
op

74co.r"t.r*urrt of Saskatchewan, in a submission to
the Grain Handling and Transportation Commission, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S.ptember 3, L976.
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rail branch line, The displaced grain was assumed transported in 250 bushel capacity trucks with a 200 day
hauling year. The total estimated additional road costs
was calculated at $61"9 million over 15 ,"utt'7t
The submission did not explain the methodology
utilized to determine the truck routes. From the assumption of a 250 bushel capacity farm truck and the road
cost results where oil treatment roads have the greatest
76
.
however, the study bears a resemblance to
cost snare,
the platts StuOy.77 The cornments presented about the
Platts Study regarding: the assumPtion of a standard 250
bushel capac.ity truck sLze, the procedure for selecting
alternate delivery points and the routes utilized--all
apply to the Prbvince of saskatchewan submission. Aside
from the above, little

conrnent can be made about the

methodotogy.
The Province of Saskatchevüan also provided incre-

mental road cost estimates of two more rail line abandonment scenarios. The first estimated a cost of $500 million
75

Ibid., p. 24.
76tbid., p, zz.

771. B. Platts, I'The Impact of a RationalLzed
country Elevator system on Rural Roads and Highways. in
Two Regions of the- Province of Saskatchewant' (Planning
Branchl Saskatche\,ran Department of Highways and Transportation, L973), (Mimeogrãphed) '

o1

to asphalt the gravel roads and to pave the oil treatment
roads affected by the abandonment of 2,4L8 miles of raLL
7t>
The second estimated a road cost of more
branch line.
than $2,25 billion for an inland terminal graLn handling
Two-thirds of the oil treated roads and half of
"rr"t"*.79
a;" gravel roads in the Province of Saskatchewan would be
paved, Both of the above scenarios cannot be commented
if anY, analysis aPupon except to mention that little,
pears to have gone into the evolution of these incremental
road costs.

of Literature Review.
The preceding six studies attempted to estimate
the road impact of changes in the rural elevator network'
None had the ability to: (f) incorporate the heterogenity
of the farm truck fleet--thereby necessitating the assumption of one or two standard truck sizes, and (2)
evaluate grain trucking at the fundamental level--on a
farm to elevator basis. All of the five studies that endeavoured to calculate incremental road capital and maintenance .o"t"80 suffered from requiring individual engineering
Summarv

78co.r.tn*"nt of Saskatchewan, oP. cit " , p'
79

tbid. , p.

25 '

26 ,

80sh,rr"on and Sparks did not attach costs to any
one centralization scenärio but provided only a general
measure of road wear implications.

OJ

analysis. None developed a cost formula based uPon actual
traffic statistics and actual engineering "ortr.8I The
ensured that any sensitivity
subsequent lack of flexibitity
analysis on the impact of variations in such variables as
truck sLze, total bushels transported and route selection
would require the labour intensive, time consuming and
subjective exercise of individual study by highway

engineers. The consequent result is the lack of any
sensitivity analYsis.
Two important factors affecting Provincial policy
were high-lighted by the preceding studies: (r) that oil
surface road.s are most susceptible to damage from increased traff ic loads, and Q) that truck s|ze and number
of axles are key, Lf not the key, factors influencing road
costs.

of oil surface roads to damage
from truck traffic suggests an intriguing policy question:
Should trucks be allowed to travel uPon oil surface roads?
A road capital and maintenance cost minimizing Policy may
well be that trucks should be restricted to gravel, dirt
The susceptibility

81or," example of the result due to the absence of
a cost formula is tfte variation in provincial road cost
estimates subrnitted to Lhe Hall Commission" The Province
of Alberta estimated a 20 year cost of $30,200 per mile of
rail branch line abandoned; Manitoba estimated between
357^500 and $f28.900 per mile of rail branch line abandoned
(no'time period was gïven) while Saskatche\^7an submitted a
15 year c'ost of ç25,600 per mile of rail branch line
abandoned.
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or paved roads, leaving oil-surfaced roads accessible only
to car traffic.
Adoption of this policy, whire it may be
poritically unparatable, courd aid in reducing the road
cost impact of rail line abandonment and elevator consolidation"
The knowledge that truck sLze and number of axles
greatTy influences the amount of road degradation also has

important policy implications. provincial governments may
discover that the potential savings in road reconstruction
and maintenance costs are such that it would be worthwhile

encouraging farmers to purchase three or four axle trucks

for haulíng- -grain" Tangible encouragement could be shown
through lower licence fees, accererated depreciation rates
for tax purposes and direct grants. The current province
of saskatchewan policy of restricting grain transport
truck sizes to below 58r 000 pounds gross vehicle weight
regardless of the number of axles is a movement in the
exact opposite direction to that suggested by the preceding
review. Perhaps other than highway degradation factors
influenced Provincial policy in this area.

CHAPTER

III

CONCEPT-I.JAL MODEL

The purPose of this chapter is to identify the

four important comPonents in the framework of road cost
analysis: (1) the provision of rural road services, (2)
road design and traffic factors, (3) incremental road cost
sources, and (4) data requirements" All of these constituents need to be grasped before the investigation in
Chapter

Provision of Rural Road Services
In a connnercial industry, a good is sold in known
quantities to known consumers. A pricing structure is
present which has, among others, the following two
functions: (1) the rationing of scarce resources among
the consumers of that service oï Product, and (2) the
attraction of additional investment to that activity.
Roads do not have a pricing structure. Everyone in a community uses roads to some degree, but the degree of usage
varies greatly so that the utíLization of any one road by
each person is impossible to determine. The absence of a
market in which users and the extent of their use are
identifiable thus poses problems in the planning of road
investment.
65
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nature of roads to communities has dictated that control be invested in public hands" This is
re-inforced by the absence of a market which precludes
management by the commercial system. The various levels
of government charged with the provision of roads hawe had
The vital

to devise techniques of allocating road investments based
This plannin8 Process is
upon other than market criteria.
complicated by the multiple use of roads" A road that
carries loca1 community vehicle traffic may also be used
by local connnercial traffic, through comrnercial traffic
Each tyPe of traffic has
and through pleasure traffic.
its own neeÉs for road service qualities such as: surface
type, width, maximum weight carrying capacity, maximum
speed, allowable curvaLure, gradients and so forth'
The process of road investment planning is further
entangled by Lhe allocation of road responsibilities
between Provincial and Municiþal governments. Rural roads
are maintained by the local government authority and are
primarily utilized by local residents. As a benefit to
the entire connnunity, the roads are financed out of the
local real estate tax revenues. Provincial roads are the
trunk routes patronized by private and connnerci'al traffic'
Funds for provincial roads spring from a variety of sources:
direct such as vehicle registration, licencing fees, fuel
taxes and indirect such as general Provincial revenues '
Direct sorlïces of road revenues may or may not cover
províncial road expenditures. The extensive road network
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on the Prairies in comparison to the population level
leads one to assume that in total, the provincial roads
are in a net direct revenue shortfall position.
A benefit-cost analysis would aPpear to offer a
guide to the allocation of resources among the comPonents
of the road network. This approach, however, is complicated by the fact that roads do not have utility in
themselves but are used in the production of goods and
services which do have utili ty.82 A grain handling and
transportation benefit-cost analysis would attempt to treat
each road segment as the product and would compare the

costs of ro-ad work with the benefits derived to the system
through a reduction in total cost from the farm gate to
the unloading 0'f graÍ-n at the port. In order to assess
the benefits, current traffic loads on each road segment
would first have to be known. This process is comPlicated
by the fact that present traffic loads are themselves a
function of the current benefits and costs of road use to
the system. In any analysis, therefore, it is impossible
to start from a neutral base; current road uxi-LLzation
patterns are a reflection of current benefits and costs as
perceived by the consumers of the road resource. Resource

ôr)
Õ¿David

M. VJinch, The Economics of Hlgþt,¡elllannins. Canadian Studies in
Ilnîiérsity of Toronto Press, L963),-p , L2.
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allocation in roads is, therefore, a process which must
start from an already imperfect system.
Rura1 road investment is guided by many factors-the primary one being traffic volume. Starting with the
basic rural road grid system, those with larger traffic
volumes receive additional investment in the form of
widening and better surface treatments. In this approach,
investment follows traffic patterns. To some extent this
process may be self-generating in that better roads attract traffic from other local roads thus raising total
traffic on that road, which may attract further road improvement i¡vestment, more traffic, and so on. Other
considerations, however, can enter into the road investment
decision criteria of government. It may be a Provincial
policy, for example, that in general rural residents
should be no more than a certain number of miles from a
treated surface road. A policy may be that all Provincial
roads should have, ât a minimum, a gravel surface" Recreation areas may be connected to urban centers by major
highways even though they carry large volumes of traffic
only on Friday evening and Sunday evening. Roads are also
heavily influenced by political considerations as roads
are a very visible proof of Provincial government expenditures in an area. The enlightened agility of a regionrs
population in voting for the party forming the government
may result in that region receiving more than its 'rfairrr
share of good roads while the opposite may occur to those
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regions who were unfortunate enough to vote for the losing
party

"

The sum total of the factors--some economic and

not--which combine to shape the present rural road
network are not evenly applied throughout rural areas.
Two areas of equal road requirements may have quite major
differences in road network quality. This has a bearing
upon modifications in the grain handling and transportation
industry. changes in grain hauling patterns may have
little or no effect upon ar.eas with an I'overbuiltrr road
rrunder
network, while the Same changes in an area with an
builttt road.-network may cause severe road degradation'
some

Each region must be anaLyzed separately'

Traffic Factors
Road design is a function of traffic volume and
load. These two concepts have separate design requirements.
Traffic volume refers to the number of vehicles utilLzí-ng
a road section during a given time period and has design
the safe
demands for features necessary to facilitate
Load relates to the stress put upon
movement of traffic.
the physical road bed structure by the variety of vehicles
operating over a road section and has its own engineering

Road Desisn and

needs.

influence such road
design features as: lane width, number of lanes, shoulder
slJ,ze, allowable curvature, cfoss slope, maximum gradíent
and, to a large degree, surface tyPe" The greater the
Expected traffic

volume will
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using a road, the more that road safety
and quality of ride will be stressed. In many cases these
are relatively subjective factors and each road authority
will establish its own guidelines. As a general principle,
however, the following process holds as traffic levels
increase, Lane width may be increased, additional lanes

volume of traffic

may be added and shoulders widened to caTry increased

safely. The road may undergo reconstruction to
accomnodate higher average speeds with some curves eliminated and the remaining curves super-elevated and realigned. The cross slope may be reduced to provide a
flatter road surface and the maximum gradient t"dtlctd'83
The greater the traffic volume, the greater the
requirement fof a smooth and dust-free road surface such
traffic

aS asphalt or concrete. Gravel roads may be unsafe when
subject to large traffic volumes which cause surface

pitting, the formation of transverse corrugations and
9/,
dust.Õa Should the road surface have many loose stones,
corrugations and "potholes", then the result of high speed
travel could be a loss of vehicle control and an accident'
In addition, loose stones can be thrown into the air
causing damage to other vehicles. In general then, the

83c1"tk"on H. oglesly and Laurence I. Hewes,
Hiehwav Ensineering (2nd-ed. :- New York: John WileY & Sons,

ffiL-zss.

84rbro.

, p. 505.
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Larger the expected t:tafÍic volume, the greater the
tendency for roads to be widened, designed with reduced
curves and gradients and to have a treated surface applied'
Traffic load influences the structural design re-

quirementsofaroad.RoadsLressisafunctionofthe
axleloadofthevehiclesutilizingtheroad,Traffic
stress affects the road sub-grade, sub-base' base and
surface structures. The effect of traffic loads uPon the
physical road structure is that part of road design and
costs which are central to this analysis'
It is a fairly simple operation for a highway
engineer to..design pavement structures to withstand a
certainnumberofapplicationsofaloadofagivenmagnitude,Theprob.lemisindesigningastructurewherethe
pavement is subjected to applications of a large variety
'ofloadsrangingfromlessthan2,000poundsonasingle
rearaxleLomorethan501000poundsonasetoftandem
axles.ThisproblemisapParentwhenendeavouringto
measure the road damage caused by a complicated mixture of
The usual approach is to use an equivalent axle
traffic.
load concept. A base or reference load is chosen to relate
other loads to the base load by the equivalent number of
applícations required to produce an equal amount of
-85
damage.

85¡. F. Shook and F. N, Finn, 'rThickness Desigr_
Relationships' i";-'ñph;l¿ Paveme_na",l' Jntsrnational Conference on the Structur
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The effects of loads of other maeniLudes are
given in terrns of equivalent f8-kip (each kip equals

1 r 000

pounds) single-axle loads" Each load of a given magnitude

is identified with an equivalency factor. A load with an
equivalency factor of two will do in one application as
much damage as two applications of the basic 18-kip singleaxle load. An axle load having an equivalency factor of
0.Ol will do as much damage in 100 applications as would
occur after one application of an 18-kip single-axle load.
Thus load equivalency factors are defined as ratios of
applications. The load factor is the ratio determined by
dividing the expected number of 18-kip applications by the
expected number of applications of the load for which the
factor is to be determirr.d"36
Load Factor : "r8 for a given load L

"t
To combine applications of different loads for
mixed traffic design, the total effect is:
wl8

:

wtFt

Proceedings, August 20 to August 24, L962 (Rnn Arbor:
University of Michigan, 1963), p. 79"
86

rbid.

/1

where:

_ : equivalent 1B-kip single-axle applications
i{]- : aPPlications of load L

w,

Iö

F-L : load factor for load L.
The formula used in calculation of axle factors is
that constructed by Shook and Finn'

Axle factor : 1o'12088(L -

18)

where:

L : axle weight in kips (thousand pounds)

"

Sinþfe-axle load or "57L times the tandem axle
load'

87
,,-

Anexamplecalculationisprovided.Thefully
loaded single rear axle truck weighs a total of 26 |OOO
pounds , oÍ which 181000 pounds rests on the reaÏ. axle and
the remaining 8,000 pounds rest on the front axle.
18) : 0'06183
Front axle load factor: t0'12088(8 18): 1'00000
10'12088(18 Rear axle load factor:
The total load factor for one application of that
fully loaded truck is r"06183. Table 5 presents a general
surrmary of axle weights and their equivalent axle factor
while Figure 2 gives the visual impact. As is apparent,
the growth in the axle factor is exponential so that the

87tbid., p.

Bo.
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Table
Road Load

5

Factors, Single and Tandem Axle

Sinsle Axles

Tandem Axles
+

+

AxIe Load
in Kips

Factor'

2

0 " 01164

3

0.0r538

8

4

0 " 02030

L2

0.0448

6

0 " 03545

L6

0.0843

7

0.046 8r

20

0"r590

I

0.061 83

24

0.3005

10

0. 1080

28

0. s650

L2

0 " 1882

32

L.069

0.3295

JO

2.0L7

L6

0"573L

40

3.8L4

18

1"000

44

7.L75

20

L"745

48

L3 .45

22

3.04s

52

25,34

24

5.3L2

26

9

1L

"

Factor
0

"0L26

0

"0237

"269

28

L6.L7

30

28.22

SOURCE:

Axle Load
in Kips

J. F" Shook and F. N. Finn, I'Thickness Design
Relationships for Asphalt Pavements, tt International
Conference in the Structural Design of Asphalt
Lg62
(

Continued)
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Table 5 (Continued)
SOURCE:

(continued)
(Rnn Arbor: University of Michigan, L963), p. 80.

t'Gto"s load on a set of tandem axles spaced approximately 40 inches apart'
+Load factor : 10'12088 (L-rB)' L
- single-axle
load or "57L times the tandem axle load.
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general effect of heavy trucks upon road l'Jear is easily
as

certained.

Incremental Road Cost Sources
Incremental road costs that result from changes in

the grain handling and transportation system are a function
of the two traffic factors--volume and load--discussed
previously in this chapter" Incremental road costs are
reflected by changes in: road reconstruction programs,
road upgrading agendas, road maintenance costs and sealcoat schedules"
Road Re-construction Programs.

Provincial Highways Department estimates the
expected life öf each section of highway by the quality of
construction, present traffic load and future projected
traffic loads. Barring unforeseen traffic changes, each
Highways Department can predict the year that each road
should undergo major reconstruction to regain its original
design standards. These road renewals are an ongoing part
Each

of each Highway Departmentrs activities.
Changes in the expected traffic load utilizing a
road may affect that roadrs reconstruction schedule.
Should traffic loads increase, then the reconstruction
year may be advanced while, if the traffic load decreases,
the reconstruction date may be postponed' In either case,
road capital costs are affected to some degree. The degree
of advancement (postponement) of the reconstruction year
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should be calculated, the incremental cost (saving) derived
and allocated to the proper source " In the case of changes

in grain truck volume and load resulting from changes in
the grain handling and transportation system, the aPpropriate road reconstruction cost (saving) should be included in any total cost calculations"
Road Upgrading Agendas,

Traf.fLc volume and load are the prime factors that
determine the construction quality requirements of each
road. As traffic factors change over time so do the
necessary road design standards" Inlhen traffic factors
change to the extent that the road design standards are

no longer sufficient, then the Provincial Departments of
Highways will upgrade the road to the standard coûrnensurate
with the present and expected future traffic volumes and
loads. Upgrading of roads is a costly process. I'rIhen
changes in the grain handling and transportation system
develop sufficient incremental truck traffic to fttriggertt
the upgrading of a road, then the upgrading cost should be
allocated to grain"
Road Maintenance Costs,

rt...is the act of preserving the
roadway, roadside, structures, and other facilities as
nearly as possible in their as-constructed or subsequently
Road maintenance

imoroved condition. . . "88

Road maintenance costs

are

a

function of traffic volume and load" As traffic increases,
so should road maintenance costs in some manner, As
traffic load approaches the upper bounds of the road
design parameters, each increment of traffic should cause
a higher marginal road maintenance cost than the one
before it. The approach of traffic loads to the upper
design parameters would cause the road to suffer greater
damage, thus necessitating increased road maintenance effort. Each tyPe or class of road should also have its olvn
maintenance cost equation. I^lith different design standards,
each class -of road should respond to the same Xraf'fLc load

The incremental road maintenance costs
differently.
generated by increased grain truck loads on some rural
roads are costs that should be íncluded in the total costs
for the grain handling and transportation system. At the
Same time, Some roads may show a decrease in their maintenance costs as a result of changes in the grain handling
and transportation

"y"t.rn.89

These savings should

be

88*o, Jorgensen Associates, Gaithersberg, Maryland,
performance i3udgèting System for Higþway Yainten_ance
ive HighwaY Research Program
Repo+, No. 131 (Inlashington, National Academy of Sciences,
L972)

.

89^
"-A

load decrease could result from either a reduction in the number of bushels transported over a road
or a switch to three axle trucks from the present standard
two axle truck.
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in the total cost algorithm to reflect accurately the benefits and costs.
Better quality roads should have fewer maintenance cosLs than should lower quality roads for the same
traffic load" This is to be expected since roads are upgraded so that each road can better carry the exPected
traffic load. Higher construction costs are compensated

accorrmodated

for, to an extent, by reduced maintenance expenditures.
Changes in the grain handling and transportation system
significant enough to cause the upgrading of some roads
may have the effect of reducing maintenance costs on the
following tyro types of roads: (1) upgraded roads and (2)
Changes in the
roads with reduced grain truck traffic"
grain transport'network may result, therefore, in a reduction of total road maintenance costs '
Seal Coat Schedules.

A seal coat consists of applying a bituminous
material upon an existing bituminous surface'-asphalt
surface treatments and road mixes--and ímmediately Placing
a single layer of cover aggregate on the bituminous material. Rolling embeds the cover aggregate in the bitumil'tous surface. Seal coats lengthen the service life

of

an

existing facility by waterproofing it, slightly increasing
the surface strength and improving the surface texture.90
Association of State Highway Officials,
Construction Manual for Highwav-Constlr+cFion !T::hi"gton,
State HighwaY Officials,
1968), p" 95"
9OAmerican
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Seal coat degradation is a function of time and
traffic levels. On prairie roads, a seal coat application
will last a maximum of five years. Regardless of traffic
levels , after the. five year exposure to the prairie climate, a further seal coat application will be necessary.
Traf.fic also has an effect upon seal coat \,vear.

Traffic volumes in excess of 220,000 vehicles per year
(based on two axles per vehicle) will shorten the life
span of a sealcoat" Seal coat vüear is a linear function
of the number of tires which contact the road surface, not
the weight carried by each tire as in the case of road
T,vear. A ca-r has the same effect as does a fully loaded
single rear axle truck. A tandem truck would have the same
o'l

imoact as 1.5 éärs.'-

The separate seal coat \,Jear factors of time and

traffic volumes aïe important to remember when quantifying
the impact of elevator consolidation upon the rural road
system (Figure 3 illustrates this concept in graph form) "
The additional traffic may or may not cause a seal coat
cost to be included in the analysis, Should the incremental grain traffic raise the total number of vehicles
utilizlng a road to above 220,000 vehicles per year, then
the appropriate cost must be derived and entered into the
91
- -Mr.

Alex Livingston, Materials Section, Manitoba
Department of Highways T,vãs-moót helpful in several interviäws in I,iinnipeã, Mäy, L974
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total cost equation. should this benchmark traffic
volume of 220,o00 vehicles per year not be reached, Lhen
no incremental seal coat costs need be considered. rn
like fashion, should changes in the grain delivery pattern
result in Lhe reduction of traffic levels on roads
presently carrying in excess of 220,000 vehicles per year,
then the appropriate saving must be recognized"
Data Reguirements

The estimation of incrementar road costs (savings)

that may result from changes in the grain transportation
pattern requires quantitative information. The four
general sets of information required are: (l) base traffic
statistics for each road, (2) maintenance cost equations
for each class of road, (3) capital costs of reconstruction
and upgrading, and (4) seal coat costs" In addition.
three criteria must be established to aíd in the analysis:
(1) road class traffic boundaries, (2) selection of alternate delivery points and (3) routins factors.
Traffic Statistics.
Base traffic statistics for each road are an essential prerequisite" unless the base traffic load can be
determined, then any attempt to estimate the costs of the
incremental grain truck traffic has little validity.
The
base traffic load for both cars and trucks is necessary to
calculate the traffic load. cars are a relatively homo,
geous vehicle: once the volume is found then the total
Base
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load is readily derived. Trucks, oD the other hand, are
present in a wide variety of sizes, Tallying the number
of trucks is the easier part of the task. Gathering and
utilízi-ng information on the gross vehicle weight and
number of axles is much more difficult.

As is illustrated

in Tables 2 and 5, the diversity of truck gross vehicle
weights, number of axles and the exponential nature of the
equivalent load formula results in a total traffic load
that is very sensitive to variations in truck characteristics. Thus it is important to have an accurate truck
population data base.
of .the two t¡rpes of rural vehicres in this study-cars and trucks--trucks are the more important vehicle in
terms of road impact. Data gathering efforts should be
concentrated in the area of truck statistics rather than
car statistics.
Maintenance Cost Equations.
The derivation of a maintenance cost equation for
each class of road would be a useful tool. Each maintenance cost equation, primarily dependent upon construction
quarity and traffic load, wourd allow the calculation of

incremental maintenance costs--or savings--as a result of
minor changes in the grain truck traffic loads. rt may not

b" possible, however, to derive a maintenance cost equation
for each class or road, All that may be achievable is to
arrive at an aveïage maintenance cost for each class of
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road. I,rihile this approach introduces some error into the
analysis, this error would be minor. Road maintenance
costs are not a major item when compared with road capital
costs" As will be discussed in Chapter IV, even the
difference in maintenance costs between road classes is
small when compared with other road costs,
Road maintenance costs are very sensitive to
levels of trar.Í.Lc loads near Lhe upper design limits of
each road. The establishment of traffic load upper bounds
to I'triggertr upgrading in a simulation at a level which
forestalls destructive traffic loads will ensure that
major road damage, and, therefore, high road maintenance
costs, does not occur. The upgrading rttriggeril values
chosen, if reaTistic, can allow the use of an average per
mile maintenance cost for each class of road with little
loss of realism.
Capital Costs.
Each Provincial Department of Highways should be
an excellent source of road capital costs. Historical data
and expert opinion from the highways departments would
allow the calculation of the average per mile costs of
reconstruction and upgrading. once the road quality
standards are set, road engineers would have little difficulty in providing the capital costs.
Bridges and other special road structures may require additional investment as a result of increased grain
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truck traffic loads. Average costs may not suffice in
these cases but specific costs may need to be generated.
In all cases, once the load requirements are known, road
engineers should be able to provide accurate cost information,

Seal Coat Costs.
Annual traffic

volumes of less than 220.000

vehicles--based on a two-axle vehicle--indicate that a seal
coat will be applied every five years. The projected seal
coat replacement year may be advanced or deferred as a
result of changes in grain truck traffic volume. rn such
instances, the appropriate value must be recognized and
included in the total cost for the grain handling and
transportation system. Each Provincial Department of
Highways should be able to provide the per mile seal coat
cost. since truck traffic volume is a small percentage of
total vehicle traffic, and given the seal coat cost formula
discussed in Appendix B, incremental seal coat cost should
be minimal

"

Road Class Traffic Boundaries.

A road cannot continue to carry increasing traffic
loads without occurring major road damage and breakdown,
Each road class is designed to carïy the expected traffic
load with little road damage. once the upper e>çected
traffic load is reached, the design limits of the road
structure are being tested" At such times, the road must
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be upgraded to be able to handle the increased traffic.
The requirement is to set an upper traffic

load boundary
that will act as a "trigger" to signal road improvement
needs. Since it is expected that road upgrading capital
costs may form a large portion of the incremental costs
from changes in the grain handling and transportation
system, great care must be taken to ensure that realistic
"triggertt traffic loads are chosen, It would be best to
look to design criteria of each Provincial Department of
Highways to aid in the setting of the "triggerrr loads.
Since traffic load and not traffic volume is the key to
this exerclse, the need is to establish traffic boundaries
in 18-kip equivalent applications per mile per year.
Alternate Deliverv Points.
In a study such as this one, the selection of the
alternate delivery point as a result of grain elevator
closure is necessaríly an arbitTary one. A farmer may be
influenced in his choice of a new delivery point by a
variety of subjective factors: the belief that a competitive point may rrgive'r better grades, the agenL and level
of services, other services available at one town versus
another, historical congestion times of one point versus
another, and so on. No researcher can realistically weigh
all of these factors and predict one hundred percent of
the time where a farmer will deliver" The usual approach
is to choose the nearest alternative delivery point
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primarily on the basis that this represents the minimum
trucking cost to the farmer" This assumption, however,
would only hold true if all road surfaces !üere homogenous,
i"e" of the same surface type. Different road surfaces
affect trucking costs differently with the result that the
nearest elevator may not be the lowest cost one with
respect to the costs of grain trucking. Each of the three
road surface types has a relative trucking cost factor.
Treated surface roads are the least costly to operate over
with dirt roads raising costs by ten percent and gravel
roads raising trucking costs by twenty p"t"urrt.92 Thus the
shortest distance may not always be the minimum cost route.
Even if it is, other non-trucking cost factors may influence a farmer to deliver to another point,
Routine Factors.
The route selected by a farmer is part and parcel

of the alternate point selection process previously discussed, The two criteria are integrally related functions,
There may be, for example, only one obvious route from a
farm to each of three potential delivery points " The best
rouEe will direct the alternate point decision process.
Vlhere more than one potential route exists to any one
point, obvious impracticalities should be excluded: steep
o)

"Conversation \,¿ith Mr. Dan Davis, Director of
Costs and Controls, G Transport, Vancouver in September,
L974 and Mr. England of Swan River-The Pas Transfer in
October

"

L974.
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gradients in the loaded direction, use of very soft or
narrow local roads, roads where the truck gross vehicle
weight exceeds the maximum \^ieight limit on bridges, and so
on.

In all cases, the optimum is to isolate each
farmerrs grain delivery route so that accurate incremental
loadings--and costs--can be derived. The greater the
emphasis upon accuracy and realism in this process, the
more representative will be the total cost result.
of the Conceptual Model.
The absence of a market allows non-economic forces
to direct the allocation of regional road investment.
Two regions of,."imilar traffic characteristics may have
dissimilar road network capacities, that is the road network of one region may be rroverbuiltrr in comparison to that
of the other region" The result is that equal changes in
traffic loads and volume may generate significantly different incremental road costs from one region to the next.
Of the two traffic factors discussed, traffic load
Traffic load influences reconis the more critical.
struction year, upgrading requirements and maintenance
costs. Traffic volume is a lesser factor that governs
seal coat life.
In]hereas the traffic load cost components
are relatively time independent--traffic load reductions
can result in road cost savings--the traffic volume cost
Summary

component

is constrained by time.

Cost savings expected

on

from reductions in traffic

volume may not be fulty re-

coverable due to the seal coat maximum life expectancy of
five years.

In order to calculate the road cost impact of
changes in traffic load and volume resulting from rationaLLzatLon, specific attention must be directed towards the
collection of accurate statistics:
base traffic volume,
truck traffic percentage and truck population size distribution. In addition, the appropriate maintenance, capital
and seal coat cost schedules need to be developed in tandem
with realistic road classification traffic boundaries.
Finally thq-impact of road surface type upon trucking costs
must be recognized so that the low cost route, âs perceived by the grain trucker, is discovered. This allows
both the alternate delivery point and the trucking route to
be estimated with a high degree of precision. These steps
are important in ensuring that the analysis accurately
simulates reality.

CHAPTER

IV

APPLICATION TO

A

REGION

The preceding chapters have defined the problem,

outlined background information, examined critical components and proposed a conceptual framework. The present
task is to apply these endeavours by testing the model
against the exigencies of the "real world"" This tes.ting
process is facilitated by the existence of a regional grain
handling and transportation model which can be readily
extended to'include a road cost component.
(1) briefly define simulations
This chapter will:
and argue their usefulness, (2) discuss the rationale f.or a
manual approach, (3) present the CHAD model, (+) select an
appropriate CHAD simulation for analysis, (5) outline the
steps in the investigative procedure, and (6) state the road
cost component results.
Simulations
Many of the weaknesses of previous studies into the

regionar effects of changes in the grain handling and
transportation sector can be attributed to the neglect of
the systems approach to analysis. The systems approach is
being increasingly applied to areas of complex interrelationships as computer technology and availability
9L
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improves. computer technology allows the simulation of
highly interrelated systems for many fields of study.
For the physical and behavioural sciences, simu,
lation has come to have a specific meaning such as one provided by Maisel and Gnugnoli:
Simulation is a numerical technique for conducting experiments.. .this technfgue
involves
certain types of mathematical and -logical
models that describe the behavior of-business.
economic, social, biological, physical or
chemical' syst"T". (or
corirp'onánt thereof)
over periods of time.>6gñe
The above definition

of simulatio., .r.pricitly states
that simulation is applied to systems. Maisel and Gnugnoli
have defined-a system as:
...a collection of regularly interacting or
interdependent componõnts (Éuch as machfnes.
people, . information and communications) actíng
as a unit in carrying out ap, implicitly or
explicitly defineil mlss Lon.94
A system may be an entity unto itself or it may
form a subsystem of a more complex system. sy"tems have
three major characteristics: discrete or continuous,
deterministic or stochastic, and static or dynamic, These
three characteristics illustrate the diversity between
various systems and indicate that simulation can apply the
systems approach to a large number of problems.
93

Herbert Maisel and Guiliano Gnugnori, simulation
(crricago: Scienc. neiããã
Associates, Inc. , L972), p. 4,

94tbio., p.

g,
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Systems analysis requires that the ceteris paribus

condition be minimized thus demanding a thorough understanding of the system under analysis. This requirement of
understanding is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It
is advantageous in that the act of designing the s imulati on
can itself result in an increased ÞerceÞtion of the system
under study as often previously unrecognized relationships
or deficiencies are discovered. Cost is the disadvantase
in the requirement of understanding" The amount of manhours consumed in minimj-zj-ng the ceteris paribus condition
is Large and usually outweighs the not inconsiderable
computer expenditure.

Tosterud has stated some of the contributions of

the systems approach to grain transportation rationalization:
(1) a co-ordinated and objective treatment of
tþe many and diverse faceÈs of the problem,
(2) the means of locating and identifying
bottle-necks in the flow of grain from tñe
farm to export and domestic markets, (3) induced or simulated changes of either a
technical oT political nature which may be
made in one transportation component or subsystem and their iesultant effècts on other
stages and the general performance of the
entire system measured, and (4) the means of
identifying existing poticy conflicts which
be used as an aid in. formulgþing a general
Tqy.
policy of grain transportation.v5
95n, J. Tosterud, ,'A Simulation Model
for RationaLízLng the Grain Transportation and Handling system in
i,rlestern Canada on a Regional Basis" (unpubliðneä Doctorts
dissertation; UniversiÉy of Manitoba, L973).

o/,

These contributions enabre the simulation of proposed
rationalization models resulting in the isolation of that
model which best corresponds to the objective function:

all without modification of the real system in any way.
A M¿nual Approach

rt was the original intention to simulate the road
cost model at a micro-level, selecting a trucking route
from each farm centroid to the delivery point. This approach, ho\,vever, demanded the design of a computer program
that was beyond the resources of the study. rt became
necessary, therefore, to conduct the analysis at a more âggregate levei: that of the country elevator. Each country
elevator that closes is treated as the origin point for
tritstf displaced gtu'n.96 This aggregate
level of analysis,
with twelve origins and nineteen potential destinations.
permits a manual simulation.
The chosen aggregate level of analysis requires that
two assumptions, which weaken the power of this study, be

made: (1) trre assumption that diverted grain will follow
one route to each alternate delivery point, and (2) the
assumption that all the diverted grain will move over the
entire route rather than building in volume as the alternate
delivery point is approached. The consolidation of traffic
96rh" process of selecting
the alternate point(s),
the vorume of þrain rrucked ano-Èñe-;;r¡;-i;ï1;;.ã';;.
described furtñer along in this chapter.
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upon one route is unrealistic and will

infrate the road
impact. rn such an analysis, it is difficult to draw the
distinction between 'tacceptable" and "not acceptable'
deviations from reality. Both the Brandon study and the
Province of Alberta submission (Oiscussed in Chapter II)
allocate a lower road impact to producers trucking from
farms than to trucking from off-track elevators. This
lower impact is due to the dispersal of producer truck
traffic over the rural road network whereas traffic from
off-track elevators is concentrated on one or two ïoutes.
The approach of this study must weaken the analysis
to a degree.- - This is regrettable but no other procedure
available improves the situation. rn that a major purpose
of this study is to calculate the impact of rationalj-zatLon
upon road costs, the upward bias of this resulting traffic
concentration should have the dubious benefit of ensuring
that the costs are not understated.
The

CFLAD

Model

The stollsteimer plant rocation mode19T *"

basis of the

CHAD

the

model developed by Tosterud.98r99

971. F. Stollsteimer, ,,A hlorking Model
f or plant
Numbers and Locations,rt Jouráal of Farm"Economici. vol. 45z
'
No. 3 (August, 1963), pp
98To"t.rud, op. cit.
oo

"Appendix A contains a detailed description and
critique of both the Stollsteimer model and the'Tosterud

model.
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The

CIIAD model,

rda: designedr (f ) to anaLyze grain handling
and transportation rationaiization at the

regional level, and Q) as a simulation model
capable of measuring the economic impact of
country_ elevator and delivery point èlosures
and rail line abandonment on- grain B¡çrducers,
country elevators and the raiÏways.100
The various simulations that vüeïe utilized in the
CHAD study are separable into four definable sets. The
first set is composed of two parts: (l) the CHAD model was
constrained to consider farmer preferences in the choice of
their grain delivery point as provided under quota regulations, and (2) the model was adapted to the crassic
location assumption of minimum cost-distance.
once the approach of either revealed preference or
minimum cost/distance lvas chosen,101 the systrem proceeded
through the simulated abandonment of individual or combinations of (1) country elevators, (2) delivery points,
and,for (3) rail lines. At each abandonment step the following information was provided: (l) an estimate of grain
collection costs, (2) an estimate of country elevator
operating costs, (3) an estimate of rail distribution costs,

looTo"t.rud, op.
101

cit., p. l.

Thl revealed preference approach mirrors reality
in that farm deliveries àre credited- to the elevator to
which the farmer actually delivered his grain in LgTo-7L,
as shown in each permit book. The minimüm cost/distance
path allocates farm deliveries to the closest eievator to
the farm centroid.

JT

(4) an estimate of aggregate system cost, (5) the number of
grain producers and amount of bushels diverted due to
abandonment, and (6) the effect of abandonment on average
one-vüay distance .Loz

The second set of simulations incorporated custom
trucking of grain" Given a variety of farm truck charac-

teristics, simulations were performed requiring that all
grain producers, who owned and operated a truck wíth one of
the given characteristics, switch to the custom trucking of
their grain. The third set of simurations used the objective function of minimLzing grain producer collection
costs to determine the optimal location for the construction
of new elevators in the study region. The final simulation
set involved inôreasing the grain output of that regional
system by 35 percent.
Simulatíon Selection

of the many CFIAD simulations undertaken by Tosterud,
one was selected for extension via the inclusion of the
road impact component, The simulation chosen best represented reality in light of the Lg77 grain elevator system
and the recommendations of the Grain Handling and rranspor_
tation Commission.103
L02_
'l'osterud,

103-,
rne

op. cit., p,

Z"

Grain Handline and .Transportation Commis sion.
Grain and Rail in Western Cañada (Ottawa:
Aprit , L977).

i,
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The scenario elected was the one which closed the

delivery points of Belleview, Broomhill, Coulter, Cranmer,
Croll, Dalny, Dand, Goodlands, Lyleton, Regent, Tilston and
VJaskada. Figure 4 is a map of the area. At the beginning
of L970-7L, all of these delivery points \^7ere open but by
the end of the L976-77 crop year, Lhe delivery points of
Belleview, Broomhill, Cranmer, Coulter, Crol1, and Regent
rdere closed. Tilston is on the CP Rail Alida Subdivision
which was recommended for abandonment on June 30, L977 by
the Grain Handling and Transportation Commis"iorrl04
"rrd
subsequently abandoned on March 13, L978" The remaining
points of Dalny, Goodlands, Lyteton and l,Jaskada are on the
CP Rail Lyleton Subdivision. The Grain Handling and
Transportation cbmmission recommended the abandonment of
part of the subdivision on June 30, L977 which would affect
onLy the delivery point of Lyleaorr.105 Lyleton was subsequently abandoned on December 7, L977. since the CHAD model
vüas applied to analyze on a rail subdivision basis, the
choice was between retaining aLL the delivery points on the
Lyleton subdivision or closing all the delivery points. rt
was decided that it was better to err on the "high sidet'
rather than on the "lo\¡ side,,and, as a result, the simulation selected was the one which assumed that all delivery
points on the Lyleton Subdivision were closed.
1ñ/,

'"-Ibid., p"
lo5tbid. , p.
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The revealed preference assumption was elected over

the minimum cost/distance assumption" Revealed preference
recognizes that a farmer may transport his grain to a
delivery point other than the closest one whereas the
minimum cost-distance procedure assumes that grain is
delivered to the nearest elevator. The revealed preference
procedure assigns grain deliveries on the basis of permit
book records and, therefore, better represents reality.
Once a delivery point is closed, however, the displaced
grain is assigned, f.or each farmer, to the operating
delivery point nearest the farm centroid. This was deemed
the best cou-rse of action in light of the lack of supportative data for anv alternate Drocess.
t-

Investiqative Procedure
The section discusses the steps of the investigation
procedure in the following sequence: (1) tfre selection of
alternate delivery points, (2) route selection, (3) truck
size determination, (4) the development of capital, maintenance and seal coat costs, and (5) upgrading criteria.
Appendix B is utilized

in support of this discussion.

Alternate Point"
The

CHAD

revealed preference simulation allocates

grain deliveries to each delivery point in the Boissevain
study region on an individual, farm by farm basis, using a
farm centroid to delivery point distance" The CHAD simulations progressively close elevators and assign the

101

displaced grain to alternate points using the farm centroid
to delivery point data bank. In other words, grain is reassigned on a micro level; the shortest farm centroid to
delivery poinË road distance is the sole criterion used in
determining the alternate delivery point for each farmerrs
grain.
For those simulations closing only one delivery
point, the volume of displaced grain is readily followed to
the alternate point(s). Some simulations, however, close
as many as six adjacent delivery points. This simultaneous

closure of neighbouring delivery Points does create some
difficulty tracing the dispersal pattern of grain as calcr-rlated by CHAD from each newly closed delivery point" In
order to quantiÉy the road cost impact resulting from rail
line abandonment, it is necessary to determine the volume
of grain diverted to each alternate point. Therefore a
manual sort is made of the diverted grain by calculating
Ëhe incremental receipts of open delivery points and assigning the appropriate amount as determined by CHAD to the
nearly closing delivery point" This approach contains an
element of judgment but should introduce minimal error given
the two constraints thaË: (f) grain is confined to the
study region and (2) the minimum cost/distance criterion of
the CHAD model is observed" The fact that the abandoned
rail lines are separated from'each other--by functioning rail
lines áids"in Ùhej'iÌriulmizacion. of err.Õr;-- -Thts fortunáLe.. -,''
separation means that grain is diverted only once and

L02

is, therefore, more readily traceable.106 Table 6 presents
Lhe shift in grain volumes resulting from elevator closure.
CHAD does recognize that the closure of a delivery
point may result in the diversion of grain to more than one
or two other delivery points " Table 7 shows the diverse
pattern and the grain volumes involved. Grain from one
closed point is delivered to as many as five alternate
points. This approach contains, therefore, a greater degree
of reality than the other studies mentioned in Chapter II
which diverted grain to a maximum of two alternate points.
Route Selection.

simulations divert grain from closing
delivery points.,to operating delivery points. The volume
of grain affected is calculated by CIIAD for each closing
point. The amount transferred to each alternate point is
also calculated by CHAD.
The manual nature of this analysis precludes the
derivation of each farmerrs route in the transport of grain
to the alternate delivery point. It is necessary to make
the assumption that diverted grain from the closed point to
each alternate delivery point receiving that grain would
follow one route to each alternate delivery point. These
routes lvere selected by judgment based upon the shortest
The

CHAD

106^
-"-Unly
bushels ) bef orã

Broomhill received diverted grain (6,7L7
its o\.vn closure. This grain eventually is

delivered to Lauder,

103

Table

6

Bushels Collected, Handled and Distributed

Point'for CHAD System L970-7L,
bv
" Delivery
Reveâled Preference AssumPtion,
Boissevain Area, L97O-7L
('rArr denotes abandoned in simulation)
Delivery Point
Belleview
Boissevain
Broomhill
Coulter
Cranmer

Croll

Dalny
Dand

Deloraine

Elgin
Fairfax

Goodlands

Hartney
Lauder

Leighton

Linklater
Lyleton

Medora

Melita

Mentieth
Minto
Napinka

Newstead

Pierson
Pipestone
Regent
Reston

Sinclair

Souris
TilsËon
I^Iaskada
SOURCE:

Simulation I

Simulation

35,986
879 ,8L7
87 ,L27
45,357
69 ,855
103, Bl3
108, 181
L32,886
509,2L5
415,803
3L3,687

n

307
357

,L34
,6L8

118,069
93,631
179,183
247 ,505
524,0L7
47 3 ,438
LL7,820
360,556
118,636
L7 4,077
502,9L8
2L4 ,27 8
111. 819

424',838
275,377
488,9L2
3'¿3,L72
262,967

2

889,415
A
n

A
fl.
¡t

A

668,605
549,465
377 ,236
fL

358,347
L68,237
34L,367

25L,933
¿\

758,600
6L8 ,527
TL7 ,820
360, 556
25O,348
L7 4,077
833,010
253,567
_ê\

476,655
44L ,02L
488,9L2
A
A

R, J. Tosterud, "A Simulation Model for RationaLLzLng the Grain Transportation and Handling (un,
Canadä on a Reg.i_onal Basis"
System in l¡trestern
púlti"fr"C Doctor t s dissertation, ^i^Iinlripeg: University of Manitoba, L973), Pp" 247-248'
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Table

7

Grain Diversion by Closed Delivery Point,
Alternate Point and Bushels Diverted,
Boissevain Area, L970-7L
Closed Delivery

Point

Alternate Point
ipestone

Diverted Grain
(bushels
35,986

Belleview

P

Croll

Boi s sevain

Elgin
Fairfax

30,666
63,549

Dand

Deloraine
Hartney

6L,5L5

Lauder

Leighton

9,598

729

50,168
20 ,47 4

Regent

Deloraine

8,823
L02,996

Broomhill

Linklater
Melita

2L,683
6,L98
4,L32
3,297

Elgin

Napinka

P

ipestone
ton

Res

Tilston
Cranmer

Coulter
Dalny

Linklater
Sinclair

Pierson

Leighton

5L,8L7
5L,067

L06,46L
L65,644
9,180

Medora

60 ,67 5

Melita
Melita

45,357

Napinka

Goodlands

Deloraine
Leighton

Lyleton

Melita

Pierson

)

69

,660
38,52L

89 .052
2L8',082

23 ,87 4

223,63L
(

continued)
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Table 7 (Continued)
Closed Delivery
P

oint

Inlaskada

Alternate Point

(

Medora
Nap

SOURCE:

Diverted Grain

inka

bushels

)

L73,908
89,059

R, J. Tosterud, "A Simulation Model for Rationalizing the Grain Transportation and Handling
System in l¡Iestern Canada on a Regional Basis" (unpublished DoctorIs dissertation, hlinnipeg: University of Manitoba, L973), pp. 247-248.
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distance and a good quality road surface .LO7 Treated surface roads ï,vere chosen wherever feasible. This process is
supported by the conclusions of two University of Manitoba
studies which found that as the proportion of grain miles
on treated surface roads increases, the average cost per
bushel-mile decreases.108 Fron the point of view of a

trucker, therefore, a treated surface road is preferred
over gravel. Dirt roads were not included in the route
structure as their soft roadbed is not suitable for sustained use by heavy trucks.
Truck Sj-ze.
The six road impact studies discussed in Chapter ÏI
are weakened by,!he assumption of one or both of the following truck sizes: (f) a 200 to 25O bushel capacity single
rear axle farm truck, andfor (2) a five axle semi-trailer
outfit in the 700 to 800 bushel capacity range. A major
weakness of these studies is the surprising lack of a
LO7

¿rooendix B-1 lists the route. length of each
road segment'änd the bushels of grain divestéd.
^

108---s. W. Tyrchniewicz,

A. H. Butler and O. P.
Tangri, The Cost of Transporting Grain Þy FCrm Truck, Rêsearch Repõit-To. 8 (!üinnipeg: Center for Transportation
Studies,- University of Manitõba, July, L97L).
E. I^1. Tyrchniewicz, G. I^I" Moore and O" P.
The
Cost of Transporting Grain by Custom and ComTansri.
mercial Trucks, Research Report No. 16 (hlinnipeg: Center
@tionStudies,UniversityofManitoba,August,
Le7

4)
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middle ground: either farmers will continue to use single
rear axle trucks or else increasing haul distances will
necessitate the utilizatLorr of semi-trailer trucks.
While both of the above truck models will undoubtably be a factor in the continually evolving grain
gathering system, the vast middle ground is being ignored.
Many farmers will have an increased hauling distance as a
result of elevator and rail line consolidation but the ad-

ditional distances will not be so large as to compel the
utilLzatLon of semi-trailer trucks. The majority of farmers
will not be able to employ semi-trailer trucks in an economical manner as they will not have such necessary prerequisites as: a long distance to market, a large quota
r09
.baser---

a proper bin arrangement and sturdy farm yard
roads. The best candidate for the t'average" farm truck of
the next few decades is the tandem truck,
Should average farm sLze increase to the stage
where semi-trailer trucks are economical for the purPose of
marketing grain, a need would still exist for a general
purpose farm truck. A general purPose farm truck will

still be necessary to perform such chores as hauling grain
from the combine to the bin and assisting in seeding. The
demand for such a vehicle will culminate in many farmers
1094 tto bushel terminating quota would require 445
assigned acres in order to fitl a 5gÓ bushel capacity semi-

trailer

truck.

108

able to drive into the
field to assist in seeding and harvest operations while
also being an economic sLze for transporting grain twenty,
thirty or even forty miles to the delivery point. This

purchasing a dual purpose vehicle:

dual purpose farm truck is the tandem.
The analysis measures the road impact of moving the
displaced grain in three types of trucks: (1) a single
rear-axle truck with an average caPacity of 250 bushels and
a load factor of 0.839 , (Z) a tandem Tea:r axle truck with
an average capacity of 490 bushels and a load factor of

L.257, and (3) a five axle semi-trailer truck with an
average capacity of 890 bushels and a load factor of 2.246.
Table 8 presents the pertinent data.flo The measurement of
the road impact'itorn three different truck types adds more
realism than the studies previously discussed. This should
aid in the discovery of the direction road costs move as

truck sizes varv.
Capital Costs.
Road construction costs for the study area were
lf i
procured from the Manitoba Department of Highways. - All
road bases are expected to have a life of forty years "
110^
ô presents
L more
_ !,
--"Appendix B-2
information on the
truck types in the study"

rl\"ir. Barry Prentice, District 4 Highway Engineer
was most helpful in- an interview in Boissevain on June 6,
L97

4.

Table I
Truck Gross Vehicle Weight and Load Factor,
by Truck Type
Tare l,rleight
W.
(r",..o...."t000
pounds

Truck

G. V.

. Load

.".)

Capaci
(

ty

bushels
-L -t-

)k

Load Factor

)

250

0.839

Single Rear Axle

26

T2

LL+

Tandem Rear Axle

44

L7

27

490

L.257

25

/,Q

890

2.246

-r- -r-

5

-Axle

74

Semi
7l

J-

Based on 55 pounds per bushel.

" Jc"The

J<

-t- -t- J-

actual value is 255 bushels but 250 bushels was selected so that it would
be comparable to other road impact studies.

Provincial Highways allow G.V.W. f s in excess of 74,000 pounds but
Provincial Roads añd some Provincial Highways have this value as a maximum.
Some

The

comrnon

denominator was selected.

H
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Gravel roads are classified as a road base and therefore

are expected to last forty years. Treated surface roads
have an expected surface life of fifteen years .LLz There
are no Provincial bridges in the study region that have a
carrying capacity of less than 74,000 pounds G.V.\^1. and, as
a result, there are no bridge construction costs to be
considered. Table 9 presents the L97T upgrading costs per
mile for each of the road surfaces that are in the study
area. 113

The construction costs are sunrnable, that is to saY,

LÍ increased traffic volume is sufficient to cause the uPgrading of a, -road from a 24 foot wide gravel surface to a
6 inch thick A.S.T., the total cost would be the cost of
upgrading from a 24 foot wide gravel surface road to a 34
foot wide gravel surface road plus the cost of upgrading
from a 34 foot wide gravel surface road to a 6 inch thick
A.S.T" The cost per mile for this example would be $16,000
to upgrade f.rom 24 foot wide gravel road to a 34 foot wide
gravel road plus $151000 to upgrade from a 34 foot wide
gravel surface road to a 6 inch thick A.S.T. The total cost
per mile would be $31,000.
LL2
---Appendix
^

B-3 lists the L97L road surfaces
fected by grain diversion.
113_,
'r'he

af.-

9" A.S.T. road surface is not in the study
area but is present in other areas of Manitoba. It is an
intermediate stage between the 6rr A.S.T. and the bituminous
surfaces and is slightly more durable than a 6" A.S.T. It
would be applied in the upper ranges of the 6" A.S"T.
traffic load"

lll

Table'

9

Costs, by Road Surface Type,
per Mile Basis, Boissevain Area, L97L

Road Upgrading

Cost Per Mile

Road Surface
From

To

($)

241 gravel

341 gravel

16,000

341 gravel

6" A.S.T.

J

6il

A. S. T.

15,000

Bituminous

34,000

Asphalt surface treatment.

LT2

The Grain Handling and Transportation Commission

the road upgrading cost estimates of the three
prairie provincial goverûnerrt". ll4 The Province of Manitoba
provided little detail while the other two provinces were
more specific. Each province had its own road construction
specifications but they are roughly comparable. The capital
costs presented in Table 9 are lower than those of the
provincíal submissions primarily due to the different base
year. The Table 9 capital costs are for L97L while the
provincial costs are for L975.
Once placed upon the same basis, the study costs and
the provl¡si,al costs are roughly equivalent. For example,
the Province of Saskatchewan estimated the L975 costs of
upgrading a 24 foot wide gravel road to a 28 foot wide
bituminous (plant mix) surface standard to range from
r15
The L97L srudy costs
$74,000 to $L74,000 per mile.
presented in Table 9 total $65,000 per mile to upgrade a 24
foot wide gravel road to a 34 foot wide bituminous surface
road. Using an index value of 153116 to bring the study
costs to a L975 basis, the road upgrading cost would be
compared

1

14_,

rne Grain Handling and Transportation Cormniss ion
Grain and Rail in hlestern Canada (Ottawã: April , L977) ,

pp.

7

5-77

"

115rbid., p, 77.
ll6statistics canada,
Industry Price Indexes, 62011 (Ottawa), p. 64"

113

approximately çgg,400 per mile--certainly in the range of
the Province of Saskatchewan costs. The Province of
Alberta cost submission for about the same work (a 28 foot
wide gravel road upgraded to one with a plant mix surface)
ranged from $90,000 to ç2T4,000 per mile.
Maintenance Costs

"

Maintenance costs are a function of many variables

mix, road surface treatment
and road base strength. In general, âs traffic volume and
load increase, maintenance costs should rise. There are a
large number of unquantified factors that influence road
-áosts.
maintenance
Attaching specific relationships to
maintenance costs--as in the construction of a maintenance
cost formula--was not considered appropriate for this
study. After discussion with the Manitoba Department of
LL7
,
Lt was decided that an annual maintenance
Highwaysr---'
cost could be allocated per mile for each road surface type.
It was assumed that intra-surface type maintenance costs are
not affected by traffic volume and thus each mile of road
of the same surface type has the same maintenance cost"
Increases in traffic sufficient to precipitate upgrading
results in the nelv surface typers maintenance costs being
such as traffic

volume, traffic

used.

1l7Mr, Barry Prentice, op, cit.

LL4

Table 10 presents the L97L maintenance costs Per
mile of each of the five road surface types " Appendix B-4
auguments this presentation bY listing the maintenance cost
components.

Seal Coat Costs '
Seal coats are applied to both 6" A.S.T. and
bituminous surfaces, As previously discussed, seal coat
degradation is a function of time and traffLc volume.
Unless traffic volume exceeds 220,O00 vehicles per year
(based on two axles per vehicle), the seal coat will last
approximately five years" Only when annual traffic volume

is greater than 220,000 two-axle vehicles, will incremental
traffic influence seal coat life and, therefore, road costs
resulting from rationalization" Seal coat response to
traffic is a function of the number of times a tire passes
over the surface, not the weight upon each tire as in the
case of road surface \^7ear. Appendix B discusses seal coat
wear and presents the formula which estimates the seal coat
costs, if any, attributable to the rationallzalcLon scenario
being anaLyzed"
Upgrading Criteria.

of the incremental traffic without knowledge of the base or pre-rationalization traffic is not
sufficient to enable an assessment of the costs of rationalization, The base values must be known so that the
imoact of incremental traffic can be calculated. The
Knowledge

115

Table l0
Maintenance Costs per Mile, by Surface Type,
Boissevain Area, L97L

Surface Tvoe

Cost per Mile

241 gravel

338. 30

34t gravel

4L7 .90

¿L

.L

6'', A. S. T. "

29L.90

Bituminous

138.60

Asphalt surface treatment.

116

Manitoba Department of Highways conducts traffic

counts of

Provincial Highways at four different periods during the
yeaT 118 l¡,Ihile some of the traffic counts also record the
percentage of truck traffic, this information was not released by the Manitoba Department of Highways" The withholding of available truck statistics necessitated the use
of the Brandon Study mean value of truck traffic comprising
ten percent of total vehicle traffic.
The assignment of traffic volume boundaries to each
road type is not a precise operation" Traffic volumes do
not necessarily correlate closely wíth the road surface
type" A gra-vel road may or may not have greater traffic
volumes than a treated surface road, In spite of this
variation, however, the general trend is to construct roads
with a better surface as traffic volumes increase. In a
study such as this, it may be necessary to group information
to facilitate analysis, As in the Manitoba Department of
Highways I classification system, daily vehicle traffic
volumes are used to segregate road surface t¡rpes. Using
the assumption of ten percent truck traffic, these traffic
volumes are transformed into equivalent applications per
mile per year. Differences in average truck size are
recognized for various road types. Table 11 sunnnarizes
118R"1""""d in correspondence with Mr. Angus
Macleod, P" Erg., Continuing Studies Engineer, Mañitoba
Department of Highwâys, January 30, L975.
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Table 1t

Daily Traffic and Annual Load Factor
Boundaries, by Road TyPe

Vehicles /Day

Road Type

Equivalent Applications /
Mile fYear

24t gravel

0to

75

0to

1
-,'-'L"6L

341 gravel

76 to

250

L,465 ro

4, 890

6r' A.S.T.

25L to

600

4, 881

to

2,000

Bituminous

It

601

Asphalt surface treatment.

L3 ,7

to

69 to

L3

,768

64 ,437
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both the daily traffic and the annual load factors for
each road type as calculated in Appendix B.
rncreasing traffic loads will shorten the expected
life of a road surface and base. rt is important that the
cost of the decreased road life be included in any road
impact study. The problem that road impact studies face is
not so much one of measuring the incremental traffic load
carried by each road segment--which is accurately derived
from traffic surveys and accepted engineering formulae--but
is one of estimating the extent of the resultant road
damage" since each road segment has unique physical characteristics, !þ" degree of road damage inflicted by any given
incrementar load cannot be accurately quantified. This
necessitates highway engineers estimating the impact of a
traffic load increase upon the life and, therefore, the
reconstruction schedule of each segment of road. Thus the
appropriate incremental cost applicable to any one scenario
of elevator and branch line closure is obtained via a
subjective process.
As stated in Chapter I, one of the aims of this

study is the objective assessment of road cost effects of a
rationalization scenario. Whereas the studies discussed in
chapter rr required highway engineers to estimate the re-

duction in road life resulting from each abandonment
scenario, it is an objective of this study to provide incremental road costs without the labour intensive and

r19

subjective requirement of utili zLng highway engineers for
each scenario.

Discussion with Manitoba Department of Highways
engineers produced the traffic
These traffic

boundaries shown in Table ll"

boundaries were set at a sufficiently

low

level to insure that traffic levels could not exceed the
design parameters of the roads without trtriggering" an upgrading. These boundaries also allowed the use of an annual
road maintenance cost per mile for each road typ.e rather
than the design of a road maintenance equation. It was decided that the setting of -road traffic boundaries was sufficient to ensure that severe road life reduction would not
occur. An incremental road load increase that would
rnarkedly reduce'road life would also cause upgrading" Thus
the costs of reduced road life are included in the upgrading
costs because the upper load boundaries for each road type
are set at a sufficiently low level to remove significant
road life reduction as a cost component. Minor road life
reduction on roads that are not upgraded will occur, however, and no costs will be allocated. These costs should
be minor and as is shown by the sensitivity analysis in
Chapter V, the study conclusions will not be weakened by
their absence.
In stunmary, the incremental traffic which causes a
road segment to exceed the upper bound of its category,
thus lrtriggering" upgrading, will be assessed the pertinent
upgrading costs. The companion maintenance cost of the

L20

upgraded road is also recognized and its net value is in-

cluded in the analysis.
component

Road life

reduction costs are

a

of the upgrading costs "

Results of the Road Cost Analysis
Prior to the calculation of the incremental road
impact caused by the diverted grain, traffic statistics,
cost units and upgrading decision criteria were established.
Statistics on traffic volumes, the truck percentage of that
traffic volume and average truck sLze by road type were
gathered and transformed into equivalent 18-kip applications.
Cost units for road construction. maintenance and seal coats

at L97L levels. Upper and lower load factor
boundaries vüere..established for each road type. A seal
coat formula was also developed,
The CHAD simulation allocated farm grain deliveries
from the twelve closed delivery points to nineteen potential
alternate points. A total of lr835,8OZ bushels comprising
22 percent of the study area deliveries in L97L-72 was
diverted. The diverted grain was assumed to follow one
route from the closed delivery point to each alternate
point" Each route was selected on the basis of shortest
distance along a good quality road surface.
The road impact of transporLing the diverted grain
over each route is calculated three times--once for each
of the three truck sizes trnder analysis: (1) a 250 bushel
\,vere developed

capacity, single rear axle truck, Q) a 490 bushel capacity,

L2L

tandem rear axle truck, and (3) an 890 bushel capacity,

five axle semi-trailer truck. It is assumed that the legal
weight restrictions are observed, that overloads do not
occur. Given the exponential load factor equation, overloads would have a large impact upon the incremental
traffic figure. The incremental traffic load for each
truck sLze over each segment of road is added to the base
traffic load and tested against the annual load factor
boundary for that segment of road. Should the boundary be
exceeded, the incremental traffic IS assigned the appropriper the previously
ate capital and maintenance costs
developed c.ost tables.
The same approach is followed for seal coat \,vear.
Incremental vehicle traffic is transformed into two-axle
equivalents--for example, a five axle semi-trailer is
counted as two and one half vehicles " The road segment
totals are tested against the previously constructed
boundary and, if exceeded, the appropriate cost is applied.
The effect of the elevator closures upon road costs
is surprisingly small. This section will discuss the incremental road costs under three categories of: (1) upgrading,
(2) maintenance and (3) seal coats.
dù

Upgrading Costs

Only one segment of road is "triggered" for upgrading as a result of changes in elevator configuration"
As shown in Appendix C-4, an eight mile section of 24 foot
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\,vide gravel road south of the town of Leighton exceeds its

This section of road is upgraded to the
standards of a 34 foot wide gravel road at a cost of
$16,000 per mile for a total cost of $f28,000.
The upgrading cost of $f28,000 is solely assígnable
to the single rear axle truck with its capacity of. 250
bushels. The two other truck sizes do not create a large
enough load factor to tttrigger'r the upgrading Process.
load limit.

Maintenance Costs.

Under the assumptions of this study, a change in

road surface type is necessary to vary annual maintenance
costs per mile, Minor traffic variations, therefore, have
no impact unless a road segmentrs base traffic load is
additional traffic is needed to
Large enough that little
"trigger" an upgrading. The upgrading of an eight mile
section of 24 foot gravel road to a 34 foot gravel road is
the only change in the road network resulting from the assumptions and conditions of this study. The net maintenance effect is an increase in the annual per mile maintenance cost for that eight mile road segment by ç79.60. The

total net maintenance cost increase is $636.80 per year.
Seal Coat Costs.
Seal coat degradation is a function of time until
annual traffic volume exceeds 220,000 two-axle vehicles,
As shown in Appendix C-5, the incremental traffic on treated
surface roads did not cause any road segment to surpass the

L¿J

220,000 vehicle factor.

There L'rere two road segments,

however, which had a base traffic

volume in excess of the

critical value. As such, the additional traffic volumes
resulting from changes in grain delivery Patterns have the
impact of accelerating the reapplication of the seal coat.
In both cases the incremental seal coat cost is negligible"
Both of the road segments affected have a bituminous
surface: (f) a five mile section of Provincial Highway
lþ83 between Provincial Roads 1t345 and 4f++1, and (2) the six
mi.le section of joint Provincial Highways lf3 and /É83. The
additional annual cost for Provincial Highway lf83 is $0.f7
per mile for. a total cost of $0. 85 while the additional
annual cost for the joint Provincial Highways 1t3 and lþ83 is
ç2"82 per mile or a total of çL6"92" These fractional costs
total çL7.7 7 and are a result of the slightly accelerated
seal coat \,'rear caused by the additional traffic volumes.
Such minor cost increases are not significant, therefore,
the additional traffic should have no impact upon current
Manitoba Department of Highways seal coat schedules.
A summary of the three íncremental cost categories
of upgrading, maintenance and seal coats is presented in
Table L2 " It is important to remember that these three
costs are incurred over different time periods. The upgrading cost is present during the first year but the road
is expected to last for a 40 year period. The maintenance
cost is an annual expendiLure throughout the expected life

L¿4

Table

L2

Incremental Road Costs, by Category and Time Period
Boissevain Area, L97L

Cost Category
Upgrading
Maintenance

Seal Coat

Time Period
(years )
40

I
4ro5

Cost

($)

12

9,000
637
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of the gravel road, The seal coaL cost is negligible and
is treated as zeTo.
Irtrhen transformed into a Present Value, using a ten
percent interest rate over a 40 year life, the L97L incremental road cost becomes $134,200. The Present Value approach, however, is neither particularly representative
nor accurate since over $1281000 or 95 percent of the
costs occur in the first year. In order to derive an annual cost per diverted bushel, it is better to calculate an
annual cost based upon the cost of money, depreciation, and
the annual maintenance charge. Using a l0 percent annual
interest cha-rge upon the $f28r000 upgrading cost plus a 2"5
percent depreciation rate--the road has an anticipated 40
year life--plus'the $637 annual maintenance cost, the annual
incremental road cost comes to $16r637" This annual L97L
incremental road cost when restated on a bushel basis. becomes .9fç per diverted bushel.
The Hall Commission accepted the provincial submissions that incremental annual road costs, ât the L975
level would average 3ç per diverted bushel,119 Bringing
the L97L study costs to L975 levels would place the incremental road cost at L.4ç per diverted bushel .L20 Thus the
119_,

rne Grain Handling and Transportation Commiss ion.
Grain and Rail in l^lestern Canada (Ottawã: April , L977)

pp

"

515-16.

LzU.
---Using

an index value of 153, Statistics
Industry Price indexes , 62-}LL (Ottawa) , P' 64'

Canada,
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Halt Commission cost estimates are slightly greater than
double the study results and, granting the expertise of
the provincial highway engineers, this would at first aPpear to place either the study methodology or data base in
doubt.

There are two reasons why this study would

be

expected to yield a lower per diverted bushel incremental

road cost than that of the Hall Commission. Firstly, the
Provinces \^7ere presenting their viewpoint that rationalization includes a cost transfer to the road system' As
such, the Provincial submissions would be conservative-overstating--the road cost. Secondly, the rural road network in the Boissevain area is superior to that of the
Prairie average' due to the absence of oil surface roads.
The Provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan have a large
number of oil surface roads and, as discussed in Chapter If,

there roads are the most susceptible to damage from Lruck
It is to be expected that areas with oil surface
traffic.
roads would have a higher average road cost per diverted
bushel than areas, such as the Boissevain study region,
without this road surface type.
The effect of these two factors upon incremental
road costs is unknown. The gap between the per diverted
bushel costs of the Hall Commission and this study should,
however, be significantly narrowed and potentially even
eliminated.

CHAPTER V

SUMI\,IARY

AND CONCLUS IONS

The preceding chapters have introduced the problem,
devised
identified background issues, isolated difficulties,
a bonceptual model and undertaken analysis ' This chapter
(t) summarize the results of the analysis, (2) test
will:
the sensitivity of the solution, (3) present conclusions
and policy implications, and (4) suggest areas of future

research "

of the Analvsis
The general objective of this study was to develop
a framework in which rationalization of the grain transportation system in l¡Iestern Canada could be anaLyzed with
respecË to the impact upon road costs' The specific objects
vüere: (f) to review the public positions of the principals
in the rationalization process with respect to its impact
upon road costs along with a critique of the'methodology
used, (2) to isolate the relevant criteria which should be
considered in objectively assessing the road cost effects
of a rationalization scenario, and (3) to utÍ-LÍ-ze these
criteria in the calculation of the road cost component of
an available conceptual model for rationalizing the collection, handling and distribution of grain in hlestern
Canada at a regional level
Summarv

LZ7
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The six studies that were reviewed attempted to

estimate the road impact of changes in the rural elevator
network" None had the ability to: (1) incorporate the
heterogeneity of the farm truck fleet--thereby necessitating
the assumption of one or two standard truck sizes, and (2)
evaluate grain trucking at the fundamental level-'on a farm

to elevator basis. All of the five studies that endeavoured
to calculate incremental road capital and maintenance costs
suffered from requiring individual engineering analysis.
None developed a cost formula based upon actual traffic
statistics and actual engineering costs. Sensitivity
analysis was- precluded by the necessity of individual study
by highway engineers.
This analysis consisted of constructing maintenance,
capital and seal coat cost schedules that enabled variations
in the traffic load and volume of the study region. These
schedules constitute a major step beyond the six studies
previously reviewed.
Two important factors affecting Provincial policy
vrere highlighted by the preceeding studies: (f) that oil
surface roads are most susceptible to damage from increased
traffic loads, and (2) that truck sLze and number of axles
are key factors influencing road costs.
The CHAD elevator configuration, grain volume and
grain delivery pattern results \,vere utilized along with
Manitoba Department of Highways cost and traffic statistics
to develop an annual incremental road cost for three truck

FIGURE 5
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types. Figure 5 presents the methodology in chart form.
The analysis shows that the road impact from Proposed
changes in the grain gathering system of the Boissevain
study aTea is minor. The annual incremental road cost is
less than $16,700 which is not a significant amount when
compared with the costs of other participants in the
system. Table 13 illustrates the magnitude of these other
costs.

As is readily apparent, the annual road cost increase of $16,700 is only ten percent of the CFIAD total
cost reduction. In addition, this minor road exPense is

assignable t-o only the single rear axle truck scenario and
not to the other two truck sj-ze scenarios. The movement of
grain in tandem-or semi-trailer trucks would have an impact

solely upon seal coat \,vear with a negliþible annual cost"
The results of this analysis suggest that, ãt least
.
for the Boissevain study area, rail line abandonment and
elevator closure have little adverse road impact. This
study t s modest itpruningtf of an area I s grain gathering
system had a negligible effect uPon provincial and municipal road investment commitments. A greater contraction
of delivery points would undoubtably have had a greater
road impact than the study simulation. Other regions would
according to such conditions as:
the road network quality and distribution, presence of oil
surface roads, the amount of grain displaced, distance to

be affected differently

alternate delivery points, base traffic

volume and

Table f3

ColLection, Handling and Distribution Costs,
CHAD Svsfem Revealed Prefercnee Assumnfi on
Abandonment SimulaLÍons I and 2,
Boissevain Area . L970-7L
eÃvr¡t

Simulation

1

Col le ct

ion

CoS ES

H¡nrl I íno

Costs

^
?

SOURCE:

$

Distribution
Cos

^\
Y

ts

C}TAD

Total

\

Costs

^
Y

242,52L

667

,934

1,934,756

2

267 ,6L9

538,328

L,877 ,249

2,683,L95

,845,zLL

R. J. Tosterud, "A Simulat.ipn Model f or RationalrzLng the Grain Transportation
and HandLing System in !,lesÈêrn Canada on a Regional. Easis, " (unpublished
Doctorrs dissertation, University of Manitoba, L973),
{

'Slmu-l-atlon 1 ls the syatem as It exlsted for crop year 1970-7 1 ln the
Bolssevaln region, Slmul-atlon 2 closes the dellveqy potnts of Bolleviel/t
Broornhlll, Coulter, Cranmer u Croll, Dalny, Dand., Goodlands , L,yleton '
Reoant. Ti'l ston and. !laskad.a.
UJ

F
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composition, and so forth. Each region must be studied
separately to provide an estimate of costs. The results of
the Boissevain analysis, however, leads to the conclusion

that the road impact of selective elevator and rail line
closure may not be as severe as other studies have claimed.
It also lends support to the conclusions of the Hall
Connnission on road imoact.
Sensitivitv of the Solution
The assumptions and suppositions inherent in any

research study influence the conclusions. The influence of
each factor may vary greatly and this determines the sta-

bility

of th-e conclusions" The following five factors will
be discussed to ascertain their po\.^7er upon the conclusions
of the study: (l) traffic boundaríes, (2) route selection,
(3) annual traffic base , (4) base traffic truck percentage and (S) base traffic truck load factor,
Traffic Boundaries.
In the analysis, traffic boundaries for each road
type were taken from the Manitoba Department of Highways
classification system. The overlapping nature of road
types, however, made it necessary to assign arbitrarLly one
road type to each traffÍc volume class" This arbitrary
assignment of,necessity abstracted from reality to some
degree in that the trreal life" classification system used
in Manitoba is not as rigid and 'rcompartmentalized."
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In order to estimate the impact of the traffic
boundaries upon the road impact, the upper bound of each
road type is reduced by ten and twenty percent respectively .L22 The lower bounds are adjusted accordingly.
All of the other assumptions discussed in Appendix B are
retained

"

Table 14 exhibits the ten percent reduction of the
upper traffic

boundary for each road type, The only ad-

ditional road impact that results is the upgrading of
eleven miles of 34 foot gravel road to a 6 inch asphalt
surface treatment.L23 th. upgrading cost of g15,000 per
mile is slightly reduced by a maintenance saving of çT26
per mile, The upgrading applies for all three truck sizes.
Reducing the upper traffic bound for each road type
by ten percent slightly more than doubles the annual incremental road cost per diverted bushel.
There is no real road impact from reducing the upper
bounds by twenty percent. The eight mile section of 24 foot
gravel road, which was upgraded to a 34 foot gravel surface
for the single rear axle scenario in the original solution,
is no\,,r upgraded for tandem and five axle semi-trailer
trucks. If one of these two scenarios is being anaLyzed,
LzzF.alsing the traffic
grading costs completely.

123Pto.rincial Road
\.,üays 1t25L

and

lþ3

"

i/f452

bounds would eliminate upbetween Provincial High-
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Table

L4

Daily Traffic and Annual Load Factors
by Road Typ., Ten percent Reductionof the Upper Bound

Road Type

Vehicles /Day

Equival_en! 4pp li carions

Mile fyear

24t gravel

0to

68

341 gravel

69 to

225

L,328

6'r A"S.T"

226 to

540

4,392 to

to

1,900

Bituminous

54L

0 to L,327

L2,392

to 4,39L

to

L2

,391

57 ,gg3

/
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then an upgrading cost is applicable. For the single rear
axle truck scenario, flo additional upgrading costs are
generated as a result of reducing the upper traffic

bounds

by twenty percent"
The above analysis indicates that the "solutiont' is
relatively stable for reductions in traffic bounds by ten
and twenty percent. At some stage, a reduction in upper

traffic boundaries will cause massive amounts of upgrading
but for as much as a twenty percent reduction, the solution
is stable.
Route Selection"

analysis assumes that grain is moved from
the farm centrojd to the nearest alternate delivery point.
Due to a lack of resources, it was not possible to duplicate this process for an investigation into the road impact.
This study assumes that diverted grain to each alternate
delivery point follows only one route" This concentration
of truck traffic should bias the road impact upwards. The
analysis shows, ho\nrever, that the road impact is both minor
and relatively insensitive to changes in the upgrading
Ittriggertt values;
The

CHAD

The above factors lead to the conclusion that an
analysis measuring the road impact of grain hauled directly

from the farm centroid to the alternate delivery point
would develop a relatively minor incremental road cost.

rt
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that there would be no road impact at all--at least
within the parameters and assumptions of this model"

may be

Annual Traffic Base"

Manitoba Department of Highways traffic

statistÍcs
are used for all road types except 24 foot gravel surfaces.
For this road type, due to a lack of statistics, the class
median is utilLzed. The base traffic load is allocated f.or
all road types based on equal traffic moving on each of the
365 days of the yea-r. In other words, weekend traff ic is

It may be argued
traffic"
that Sunday and perhaps Saturday traffic loads are different
in that there would be less truck traffic.
It was decided,
however, that tþe traffic statistics would apply equally for
all days of the yea-r..
The study conclusions are not influenced by this
decision" I¡trhile the assumption of consistent daily traffic
may inflate the yearly traffic base load, the traffic
boundaries for each road type aïe also inflated to the same
degree as both statistics are derived via the same formula.
There is a slight comparative reduction, however, of the
incremental traffic load from any upward bias in the base
traffic load and traffic boundaries. The incremental
traffic load is calculated directly and is not affected by
the assumption of constant traffic for each day of the year.
To the extent that the base traffic load and the road load
boundaries are inflated. then the incremental traffic load
assumed

to be the

same as weekday
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from the diverted grain forms a smaller percentage than it
otherwise might. Given the low sensitivity of the solution
to a lowering of the traffic load boundaries previously
demonstrated, the effect of assuming constant daily traffic
upon the solution would be minimal.

Traffic Truck Percentase.
The lack of truck traffic statistics made it
necessary to assume an average truck traffic percentage for
the study arears traffic counts. This is an important
assumption as the road impact of each truck is many times
that of a car. The selection of that truck percentage does
have an impact upon the study results. The ten percent
truck percentage v;as chosen due to its use in the Brandon
1t/,
Study'-- as the Brandon study area is adjacent to the
Boissevain study area.
The selection of a truck percentage larger than ten
percent for both the base Lraffic load and the road boundaries would reduce the incremental upgrading costs. As just
discussed in the previous section on the annual traffic
base, inflated base traffic loads and road boundaries have
the effect of reducing the relative impact of the incremental grain traffic.
Reduction of the truck percentâgê,
conversely, wourd enhance the relative importance of the
Base

Lz\n"

canada Grains councir, The Grain Handrine
Tru.r"pottrtio.r Sy"t"* in thu Btr.tdon-A
Brandon Area Study Committee

,

L974),

and
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incremental grain traffic

and may cause additional up-

grading costs "
In the absence of local truck traffic counts, the
ten percent figure is the best one to utiLLze in the
analysis. The relative insensitivity of the solution to
reductions in the traffic boundaries re-inforces the accuracy of the study results in spite of the variabitity
implicit in the truck percentage assumption.

Traffic Truck Load Factors.
The methodology of the Brandon strrdyl25 is followed
in applying separate truck load factors to the base traffic
truck volumó for each surface type. The average truck
factor increases as the road surfaces trimprovett i.e. gravel
to 6'r A.S.T. to bituminous. These separate truck load
factors recognize that major routes have a better tlpe of
road surface and carry a different mix of truck traffic.
These load factors also incorporate the appropriate empty
return ratios and the effect upon the total base truck load
factor.
The increasing truck load factors have the effect
of reducing the impact of each incremental grain load upon
the treated surface roads, This reduction in impact is due
to the raising of the base traffic roads and the traffic
Base

L25Tbid., background working papers.
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boundaries for bituminous roads and, to a lesser degree,

the 6rr A.S"T. roads"
The reduction of the base traffic truck load to a
common value equal to that used on gravel roads, ho\,vever,
has no effect" As shown in Appendix c the re-statement of
6r' A.S.T. and bituminous base traffic loads and upper
boundaries to incorporate a smaller truck load does not
lead to the upgrading of any treated surface road. The
only result is to lower the gap between the post-diversion
road traffic and the upper boundaries. The study results
do not change.
-

Conclusions and Policy Implications

The impgct upon the rural road network from changes

in the grain handling and transportation system has been
studied over the past ten years. The magnitude of the
road impact has varied greatly depending upon the assumptions in each analysis. This study utilizes an available conceptual model of grain collection, handling and
distribution costs and extends it to the road cost component.
The study results lead to the conclusion that, ât least for
the region under analysis with its current grain production
volumes and'patterns, the road impact. of rationalization is
not a major cost component" changes in grain volumes and
t¡rpes flây, however, have an effect upon the road impact.
trlhile the manual nature of the analysis reduces the accuracy
of the model, it does have the effect of further
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re-inforcing the conclusions that the incremental road cost
component is not a significant factor in total system costs.
As was previously discussed, the manual application of the
model would bias the incremental road impact upward. The
use of a computer to generate a route for each farmer
should, therefore, result in a lower incremental road cost,
The report of the Grain Handling and Transportation
L26
Commission
lends credence to the conclusions of this
study. The Commission discusses the "wide array of asL27
sumptionsrt that have to be made in assessing road costs.
I,rlhile cognizant of the wide variety of assumptions that can
be made, thg-Commission stated that:
f'.. "additional highway costs resulting from rail
abandonment and tforeseeabler rationaLj-zation
will not form a large portion of Fhç cost of
handling and transpõrting grain .t¡L'/E
The magnitude of the road impact will vary from
region to region as a result of such factors as: degree of
rationalization, condition of road network, base traffic
loads, sLze of grain trucks utilized, and so forth.
Nevertheless the general conclusion of this study should
hold true: that while a cost factor, road impact is not as
major an item as is sometimes stated.
126rh. Grain Handlins

Grain and Rail in hlestern

L27tbtd,., p. 5r3.
T28Tbid.

, p.

516.

and Transportation Commission.
Cañada (Ottawã: Government of
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The policy implications of the study results are

to the current debate between the federal and
provincial levels of government. Provincial governments
have argued that rationalÍ-zatLon implies a cost transfer
with the share of total grain handling and transportation
system costs borne by the railways, grain elevator companies
and the Federal Governm"nxL29 beine reduced, The farmers
and Provincial Governments, in
will assume a
"onftr"r,
greater portion of the total costs. The provinces will
have to endure increased road capital and maintenance costs
resulting from expanded grain trucking. l30 The general
conclusion of this study, that road impact is not as great
a cost factor as is sometimes stated, frãy reduce provincial
objections to rationali zatí- on.
The study results also pertain to present provincial
vehicle licensirg policy. The Province of Saskatchewan has
limited the maximum gross vehicle weight of road transport
germane

129The Federal Government would have reduced Branch
Subsidy expenditures with the abandonment of many low-

Line
density grain dependent branch lines.

130416.rta Transportation, in a submission to the
Grain Handling and rransportation commission in Behalf of
the Government of Alberta, Saskatoon, Saskatche\^ian, August
30, L976, p, 5.
Province of Saskatche\.,Jan. in a submission to the
Grain Handling and rransportation commission, saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, September 3, L976, pp. 15-L9.
Province of Manitoba. in a submission to the
Grain Handling_and rransportatión commission, saskatoon,
Saskatchewan,-september 7, L976, pp. l-5
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allowed to move grain to 58,000 pounds. under this policy,
four and five axle trucks may carry only partial loads of

grain, thus making the utilization of these trucks an uneconomic proposition. This regulation, implemented with
the stated objective of reducing road damage, is not in
harmony with the conclusions of this study" rt may well be
that a road cost minimizing policy would be to promote the
use of large multi-axle trucks in grain service. Table 4
presented the findings of Alberta Transportation which support the conclusions of this study.
Provincial and municipal achievable road savings
resulting fr-om a switch away from the current two-axle
rrstandardrr farm truck may be significant enough to encourage the creation of public programs designed to invite
farmers to purchase or to hire multi-axle trucks to transport grain from the farm to rail head position. potential
program avenues to encourage this shift in truck transport
run the gambit from changes in vehicle licence and registration fees, reductions in fuel taxation. l3l accelerated
vehicle depreciation rates, to capital grants to facilitate
the purchase of larger trucks. The achievable road savings
resulting from a shift in farm truck size will determine the
appropriate program.
l3l.nrd^^r.

free gasoline for farm vehicles could be
authorized for use in private and conrnercia I multi- axle
grain trucks.
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Suggestiolrs for Further Research
The po\,,Jer and realism of the road cost model would
be improved by the addition of accurate truck statistics

and by a computer simulation,
cus sed

Each

will be briefry dis-

.

Before provincial governmencs can quantify the road

cost implications of program alternatives, accurate truck
traffic statistics are required. During the study year,
only a few major highways in the Boissevain region had even
the most elementary truck surveys, and these surveys \,vere
only vehicle counts. vühile vehicle counts are useful in
influencing.such volume-related road features as lane width,
surface treatment and number of lanes, truck statistics
vehicle weight and the number of axles
are necessary to calculate the load carried by the road
structure. Load is the crucial factor that determines
maintenance costs and reconstruction schedules. Load,
through Íts effect upon oil surface roads, can also affect
the surface treatment of a road. Truck statistics are,
therefore, a necessary component in quantifying the expected road budget requirements and in subsequently influencing policy and program design. provincial highways
departments should expend more effort in gathering such
truck statistics as gross vehicle weight and the number of
axles; allowing a more accurate estimation of current road
degradation patterns.
emphasLzLng gro'ss
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A computer simulation of the road cost model would
enable the selection of a route from each farm centroid to
the delivery point. This route generation process would
(f) improved accuracy in the calculation of
facilitate:
road impacts from changes in the grain handling and distribution system, (2) a more realistic selection of the alternate delivery point, and (3) an enhanced and modified CHAD
system cost structure.
As delivery points are closed in various scenarios,
the computer simulation would allow the development of new
farm delivery patterns to the alternate points with each
scenario calculating the traffic volumes and loads. The
availability of pre-scenario and post-scenario delivery
patterns and road impacts would enable the ready derivation
of incremental road costs (and savings). The route generation procedure would be more realistic than the assumption
that the diverted grain moves over one route to the alternate delÍvery point.
Co*prl.t generated delivery routes may result in
the selection of a different alternate elevator than that
assumed by the CHAD analysis which used data provided by
the canadian Transport Commissí-on. The Commission generated
the road distance from each farm centroid to each elevator
in the study area. These distances were obtained from
latitude and longitude information with the result that
local road surface types \.vere not a factor. As previously
discussed, farm trucking costs are influenced by the road
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surface so that minimum distance does not necessarily
result in minimum cost. The various road surfaces in an
area may induce a farmer to transport his grain to a more
distant elevator than that arlocated in CHAD. The minimum
cost criterion is still being obeyed, only the minimum
distance asstxnption is invalidated"
A computer simulation could incorporate a trucking
cost function. Recognizing various surface types, this
trucking cost function would generate a more realistic
delivery pattern than that assumed by CHAD, This would
change the diversion pattern of grain and have further
ramificatioÐs on the CHAD cost structure. As farm delivery
patterns are altered, so are farm trucking costs, elevator
handling costs and, to a lesser extent, rail costs.
Analysis such as the one just completed is only a
first step. The methodology needs refining so that it can
be readily applied to a variety of situatiorì.s n More accurate truck statistics and computerLz,at1-on would add
accuracy and flexibility
to the model. Once calculated,
the incremental costs (and savings) are useful components
in the formulation of policy. Those adversely affected by
change are nor,ii more readily reached once accurate costs are
generated, As such, this model has a place in the present
debate about grain handling and transportation rationaLLzatLon.

.
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APPENDIX A

THE STOLLSTEIMER MODEL AND TOSTERUDIS MODIFICATIONS

The Stollsteimer model,

considers the problem of simultaneously determining the number, size and location of
plants that minimize the combined transportation and processing costs involved in as'
sembling and processing any given quantity
of raw material produced in varying amounts
at scattered production points.r
The daLa requirements of the Stollsteimer model
aïe: 2 G) Estimated or actual amount of raw material to
be assembléd for each point or origin (raw material site).
(2) A transportation-cost matrix which specifies the cost
of transporting a unit of material between each point of
origin and each potential plant site" (:) A plant-cost
function (or functions) which permits the determination of
the cost of processing any fixed total quantity of material
in a varying number of plants. (4) Specification of potential plant locations"

'J. F. Stollsteimer, "A l,rlorking Model for Plant
Locations.tt Journal of Farm Economics , Vol " 45,
No. 3 (August, 1963), pp. 631-45.
2p. J. Tosterud, "A Simulation Model for Rationalizing
Grain Transportation and Handling system in
Inlestern !h.
Canada on a Regional Basis,r' (unpubllshãO Doctorts
dissertation, University of Manito6a, Lgi3).
Numbers and
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rs3

Algebraically, the model may be stated as follows:3
Min TC :

LIJ p.rx;/Lr. + Z
7
J J A i:l
j:l

Z- x.rJ.c rJ
. .lL.K

j:l

where:

r : orrgrn,
j : plant,
TC : total processing and assembly cost,
L)
unit processing costs in plant j: (j:t.'"J
P;:
J'
located at L3t
X= : amount of raw material processed at plant j,
J
*rj : quantity of raw material shipped from origin i
t-o plant j located at L3,
arj : unit,."ora of shipping material from origin i to
plant j located with respect to Li',
L,K : one locational pattern for J plants amount the
I

( : ) possible combinations of locations for
Oï"na" given L possible locations, and
L. : a specific location for an individual plant

J

J'

(

j:l...J).

All potentia I plant sites (L) are selected by the
location analyst; f.r om these possible sites the analyst
arbitrarily chooses J sites [(1) t J*Ll. rhe processing
LJ
J
?
"The
first term of this eauation reoresents total
processing costs and the second t.ir-*, total'transfer costs
i¡ith a spãcified number of plants (¡) located in a speci-

fied pattern (I-U).
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costs for the J plants are sunrned and added to the summation of all material collection costs from r raw material
sites to the J plants. The variable portion of transportation costs are rather straight forward, being a function
of distance and volume, that is, simply Xijcij.
plant
processing costs can be a function of sLze of plant and
location of plant, while the presence or absence of economies of scale will influence plant cost variations with
respect to plant sLze. The stollsteimer model also con_
siders variations in per unit ptant costs when plant

factor costs vary with location, for example, labor costs.
Criticisms bf the Stollsteimer Model
There have been five areas of criticism about the
stollsteimer model as previousry presented. These areas
deal with the determination of plant sLze, the empirical
problems, the assumption of only one raw material, the assumption of no institutional restraints, and the partial
4
equilibrium
"pprorch.
rn the stollsteimer moder, plant size is determined after optimal plant numbers and locations are
determined" The.volume of production at each plant site
represents plant size, thus assuming that excess capacity
cannot exist" The plant function is assumed to be linear
and continuous in the sense that prant segmentation does

cit",

4For a more detailed
review, see Tosterud, op.
pp
49-54.

"
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not exist. All factors are completely divisible and there
is no discontinuity in the rate of output.
rn agricultural handling and processing operations,
continuous plant cost functions are often unrealistic. The
nature of a linear plant cost function precludes economies
of scale in an industryts total plant cost, The assumption of a long-run total plant cost that goes through
the origin is not realistic, in that, some intercept value
would normally be expected" These arguments, among others,
leads the stollsteimer model to under-estimate total olant
costs for the industry.5
Thq-stollsteimer inodel requires large data inputs
f.or calculation of optimal results. perhaps more serious
than the amount of data required is the computational
problems in terms of the number of calculations needed,
Even on modern computers, the time, and therefore the
expense, of calculation is very large for all but small
problems.

The stollsteimer model only considers minimizing
combined transportation and processing costs for one raw

material.

rf there is more than one raw material to
processed in a single plant, the locational problems

be
become

5
-üI"
chern and L. poroporus, "Discontinuous prant
cost Function and a Modification of the stollsteimer
Model, I' American Journal of egrlculturar nããnómics, -vor.
52, No.
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complicated. The basic storlsteimer model lacks the
ability to handle easily more than one raw materiar.
Another assumption of the storlsteimer model is
that of no restrictions either institutional or structural

affecting the least-cost optimal location pattern of
plants. rn practice, this assumption means a spatial
monopoly which runs counter to many laws designed to foster

competition. such laws may make the least-cost optimal
solution unattainable. The model should first incorporate
institutional constraints before determining the optimal
number , síze and locational pattern of plants.
The. fifth
area of weakness of the stollsteimer
model is that it represents a partial equilibrium approach"
only those elemènts which directly influence production at
the plant site are considered. This approach is based
upon four assunptions: (f) all costs are fixed or stable,
(2) market demands are given and constant, (3) all other
forces are exogenous variabres and considered fixed, and
(+) the locational decisions of other firms are not allowed to constrain the analysis.
Tosterud used the stollsteimer model as a theoretical basis for the development of a mathematical model
to represent the grain collection, handling and distrí-

bution (CHAD) system in l,rlestern canada at a regionar level.
The stollsteimer moder required some modification before
it could be applied to the grain transportation and
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handling system in i,rlestern
rncluoeo:

Canada,

These modifications

6

1. Application to the collection, handling and distribution of graín in Inlestern canada. This application is
unique compared to other applications of this type of
model.

2. Introduction of a grain collection cost function.
Rather than use a constant unit collection cost with
distance being the only variable, a collection cost
function is introduced where unit collection costs are
dependent upon a number of variables whose values change
under diffe-rent conditions of grain collection,
3. Inclusion of a grain distribution activity where
the estimated rail costs of movement from country elevators
to export terminals are included in the model "
4. Consideration of existing processing plants
(country elevators). Existing country elevators were considered in two !üays: as a restraint in the model where
some or all of those elevators would be forced into the
final location pattern, oï as possible locations for the
construction of new elevators.
6r. hl..Tyrchniewicz
and R. J. Tosterud, ,,A Model
-for Rationalizíng
the_canadian Grain Transportátion and
Handling system on a Regional Basis. " American Journal of
AgrigglËurâl Economics,"Vol" 55,--Nó: Sffi

p"

806.

r5B

5. InLroduction of institutional constraints such
the "f.reeze" on branch line abandonment, the Crowsnest
Pass rail rates, and the negotiated handling rates at
country elevators, compared to no constraints,
by the

CHAD

as

r,üas measured

model.

In sunnnary, the conceptual model was based uPon
the principal of minimizing the total cost of collecting,
handling and distributing grain, subject to certain specified constraints,
Mathematically, the model may be expressed "" t'
For given L¡M
IJT
--¿ p.K, + I
Rr*X.*
C= ,X. .+
Min TC : Z
r-J
rJ
JL JL
J
J
t:l
i:l
i:l
::!

where:

: total collection, handling and distribution costs,
arj : cost per bushel of transporting grain from farm
i to elevator j,
*ij : bushels of grain transported from farm i to
elevator j,
Lk : . locational pattern for J elevators among the
,T .
(5)
possible combinations of locations for J
TC

elevators given L possible locations,
M - institutional constraints.
7

r¡i¿

.

J

a-

L,
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.t- : cost per bushel of handlÍng grain at elevator i,
}(; : bushels of grain handled at elevator i,
: cost per bushel of transporting grain by raíl
RlJL
from elevator j to terminal t, and
: bushels of grain transported from elevator j to
Xr*
1L
"
a"rminal t.
P

Critical Limitations of the CHAD Model
In any simulation, assumptions and simptificatÍons
are made in the attempt to obtain a solution. The CHAD
model contains a number of limitations as a result of
simplifying assumptions . 8
Theí use of a bounded production region presents
many problems" After any abandonment, the farmersr
alternate delivery points must lie within the region
while, in realLty, a delivery point outside the region
might be chosen. No artificial
boundaries represent actual
situations and, thus, inaccuracies enter the solution.
I,Jhere the advantages of a bounded region for analysis
outweighs the disadvantagês, then bounded regions will
still be used for analysis. Hopefully, âs simulation
models such as CHAD become more sophisticated, then a
macro analysis can be attempted that would eliminate the
problems occasioned by defining a bounded region.
Some

8rbid., p.

BLz.
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The manner in which elevator operating costs \,rere
handled was a major limitation of the CHAD model. since

it was impossibre to determine, in the case of multiple
elevator delivery points, the elevator to which a farmer
actually delivered his grain, elevator operating costs
IÁ7ere estimated on a delivery point rather than an individual elevator basis. This use of derivery point costs
restricted the accuracy of the elevator cost figures to
some extent since elevator size stratas were used for
costing

"

There \,üere other data-related problems in the CHAD
model. Ele-v-ator costs were somewhat biased due to the

exclusion of all non-i¡Iheat Board grains from farmerst
deliveries. rnclusion of all grains handled by the elevators should have the effect of lowering the per bushel
costs on GIIAD grain as some economies of scale are realized.
Tosterud did ïun a simulation which increased system
throughput to account for excluded non-irlheat Board grains
but this did not remove all the inaccuracies occasioned bv
the exclusion of non-l¡Iheat Board grains.
The information on the characteristics of custom
trucks used in hauling grain was insufficient for a high
degree of accuracy. Much of the data that was needed to
accuratery portray custom trucking costs \47as not available
so that the regression equations lost much of their power.
This was not a crucial flaw in the study but it, like the

others, added a degree of error to the

CHAD

model.

L6T

Cost functions \rere based on different time

periods than the crop year to which they \,vere applied in
the CHAD model" The cost functions of farmer-owned trucks
for grain movement from the farm to the elevator were
q
based upon a L967-68 study.- Similarlv the cost functions
for estimating custom trucking grain hauling costs r^7ere
The elevator size stratas
based upon a Lg67-68
"t.rdy.10
and their relative cost functions Tdere derived from a
The rail cost data which composed
Lg68-6g based
"trrdy.ll
the distribution Oto.."" were taken from previous Grains
Group results which in themselves r¡¡ere supplied by the two
major railrqads. This was a pocential source of
"ttot.t2
All of these data studies of different years do add some inaccuracy to the CHAD results although, hopefully, not to a
major extent.
v
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The

CHAD

model simulation abstracts from the ef-

fects of certain institutional

constrains such as the
canadian lriheat Board quota system and block shipping
system on collection, handling and distribution costs.
rn addition, the introduction of the alternate delivery
point system makes less tenable the assumption that farmers
choose their nearest delivery point when their preferred
delivery point is closed due to abandonment, This makes
it extremely diffi-cult to measure the impact of rationaLLzation on farmerst collection costs.
A further limitation of the CHAD moder is its
emphasis on -the economic implications of rat ionaLLzation.
There are political and social consideration, as well a,s
economic, to arly changes in the grain collection and
handling system. However, it is not possible to incorpor,
ate these changes into a simuration of this nature so that
the CHAD economic emphasis, while a weakness, does not
undermine the results" once the scope of a study is
defined then excluded considerations cannot be used to
erode the results of that study.

'
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BASIC DATA SERIES

The simulation of elevator closures in order to

estimate the road cost impact involves a number of steps
preparatory to the tracing of diverted grain traffic.
A
data base must first be developed so that the character-

istics of the system being simulated are then specified.
Finally the decision or test criteria are defined. only
after these preliminary stages are developed can a simulation comniénce.
Chapter IV applies the conceptual model to a
regional road cost analysis. It develops the charac-

teristics of the system being simulated and presents much
of the appropriate data. This Appendix contains a variety
of background information for the stlrmnary tables in
chapter rv. The following information is: (1) grain
diversion routes and volumes, Q) truck load factors,
(3) the road surface carrying the diverted grain traffic,
(4) L97L road maintenance cost components, (5) seal coat
costs and (6) road traffic boundaries,
Grain Diversion Routes and Volume
The manual allocation procedure requires judgment

to select routes from each crosed delivery point to each
alternate delivery point that receives diverted grain.
L64
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The routes are selected for the shortest distance along
good quality gravel or surface treated roads.

Truck Load Factors
The exponential nature of the load equivalency
formula requires the researcher to provide accurate and
representative truck specifications. It is not possible,
however, to supply definitive statistics as gross vehicle
weights and tare weights vary among brands. It was decided to select representative truck models for the three
truck sizes in the analysis. Discussing with dealers of
trucks and trailers yielded the gross vehicle \,üeight and
tare weight data.
The shook and Finn formula described in chapter rrr

is used to derive the load factor. The percentage of
weight resting on each axle was furnished by the Manitoba
Department of Highways and Alberta Transportation.l
Maintenance Cost Components
The maintenance cost components for each type of
road were received from the Manitoba Department of Higha

ways. COSTS

It is assumed that intra-road type maintenance
are not affected by traffic volume or load"
lAlberta

Transp ortation, in a submission to the
Glgin Handling and Transportatión Conrnission, Stettler,
Alberta, June L4, L976, p" L6"

)
-Mr.
Barry.Prentice, District 4_ Highway Engineer,
an interview in Boissevain on June 6, L974:
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APPENDIX B-1

Grain Diversion, Alternate Point,
Route, Distance and Volume,
Boissevain Study Area, L97L
closed Point Alternate

Route

Point

Belleview

Distance volume
(miles ) (bushets )

Pipestone Local gravel
road

2
5

It2

,
Broomhil

Linklater

1t345
road

4

Local gravel

11

15

.
Me

35, 9g6

lita

lÊ2SZ

g

lf

s

44s

2L,693

L4
Napinka

,¡:8f
/þ447

6,Lgg

;
s

;
P

ipestone 1f345

4,L32
5

11

Coulter

Reston
Melita

1f252
lþZSt
/É83
Joinr iÉ83 & /É3

16
11

3,297
5L,BL7

3
6
6

15

45,357
(

continued)
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B-1 (continued)

closed Point Alternate

Route

Point

Cranmer

Croll

Leighton

lt25L
road

4

Local gravel

Medora

1f254

Boissevain

1t345

Elgin

Distance volume
(miles) (bushels)

8

L2
l0
L2

ltZ+S
lf 448

Dalny

lf 458

lfz5L
ít452
lf3
lf +sz

30,666

8
2

15
I

Deloraine

lÊ343

#2L
lf3

Hartney

lþ343

#2L

69,660

5

11
2

;
Dand

63,549

IJ

lþ3

Napinka

9,599

'7

1f348
lt+SA

60,675

4

;
Fairfax
Melira

9,190

3B,szL

I
6
T

11
I

61,515

9

l0

729

(continued)
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B-l (continued)

Closed Point AlEernate

Route

Point

Lauder

Leighton

Distance Volume
(miles ) (bushels )

I

1f343

lþzL
1t34s

4
7

L2
I

llZ+Z
1f2L

50,168

6

lfs

4

Local gravel
road

2

;
Goodlands -'

Deloraine

lf25L

Lyleton

Melita

2

ItZt

7

;

.
Leighton

20,474

Local gravel

Bs,osz

road
lf25L

6

$:?". /És3 & iÉ3

å

8

2L8,082

;
P

ierson

lf25L

23,874
3

lf2s6

8

;
Regent

Deloraine

1þ343

223,63L
9
6

ItzL
It3

4

;
Etgin

lf
tf

343

448

8,823
2

Z

9

102,996
(

continued)

rov

(continued)

APPENDIX B-l

closed Point Alternate

Route

Point

Tilston

Linklater

#345
Local gravel
road

Distance Volume
(miles) (bushels)
5

11

L6
Pierson
Sinclair

!üaskada Medora

1f345
lþ2s6

15

1f256

L7
L2

l,3z!r

10

2

lt+SZ

lf3

L06,46L
L65,644

5

15

Napinka

5L,067

L73,908

11
2

lþ452

L7

Bg,05g

APPENDIX

8.2

Axle Load Factors, Loaded Movement, by Truck Tlpe
Type

of

Truck

Gross

Vehicle

Rear 'exles (s )

Front Axle

Other exle(s)

lrleieht

(lbs.

)

Axle

Load

Factor

I¡treieht Factor

(rus,)

Single Rear

Total

hleight Factor
/tt

-

\IDS,/

\

I^leiEht Factor
( r¡õ. )

26,000

9,000

0. 082

17, 000

0,757

0. 839

44,000

12,000

0. lBg

32,000

1. 069

L.257

4,000

10,000

0. r08

32,000

1.069

Tandem Rear

Axle

5-Axle

Semi

7

32,000 r.069

SOURCE: Canada Grains Council, The GrqÍn Handling_anÉ Transportaçion System
Brandon Area (irlinnipeg:

papers.

2.246

in the

orking

Alberta.Transportationr-it t submission to the Grain Handling and Transportation
Commission, Stettler, Alberta, June T4, L976, p, 16.

H
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Road Surfaces Carrying Grain Diversion

Boissevain Study Area,

Road Type

Bituminous
6"--A.S.T.

L97L

Traffic.

Highway Number

1f2, 1þ3, lfï3

lf2L, 1t25L (getween
/É83

)

,

/É21 and

11452 (Between

//3 and

Napinka)

341 gravel

lfTsL (/É83 wesr ) , lf25l , llT54 ,

,
1f447 ,

1f256

1þ343,
lþ448

,

1f345

, 1f348, if445 ,

11452, lf 4s8
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APPENDIX B-4

Road

Maintenance Cost_Components , by Road T¡rpe,
Boissevain Study Area. L97L

1. 241 Gravel Surface
28 pass miles @ $2.37 per pass mile
.5 reshaping G $23,75 þer reshaping
75 cubic- yaids of gravel @ $2 pèt
yaro
,5 sites per
mile G $64 per site
-control)
(Oust

Subtotal
30%

66 "36

11"88

150 " 00

32"00
$260 "24

overhead expenses

7

Total
rounded off to $338"30 per mile
2

$

8.07

$338.31

. 34t GraveI ''surface
40 pass miles G $2"37 per pass mile $ 94"80
.5 reshaping G ç23"75 þer reshaping
11. 8B
85 cubic'yaids of granèl G $2 pät
vard
170" 00
.7 êites per mile @ $64 per sire
(dust control)
44"80
Subtotal
30%

Total
rounded off to

3.

$321.48
96"44

overhead expenses
ç4T7 "90 per mile

A.S.T. Surface
4 premix patching G $25"50 per
oatch
Spfry patching 50 gal. per mile
@ $r:04 per-gattõn
Resurfacinþ 4 lards @ gI4 per

ç4L7 .92

per mile

6rr

yard

$102 " 00

52.00
56"00
(

continued)
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B-4 (continued)

2 pass
miles G $4"50 per pass milet' $ 9,00
2 -cubic yards of era.räl (èhoulders)
@ ç2"76 per yarã"*
5"52

Subtotal

30% overhead

expenses

Total
rounded
4.

off to $29L.90 per mile

5224"52

67.36

$29f,88

Bituminous Surface

3 premix patching G $25"50 per
patch
Spray patching 15 gal. per mile
G $f.04 per mile
2 pass miles-G $4.50 per pass mile
2 þubi.c yards of gravèl (ähoulders)

$

76

"s0
15. 60
9"00
5"52

Subtotal

30% overhead expenses

$L06.62
3L "99

Total

$Ë-q=!1

rounded off to $138.60 per mile

"It costs more per pass mile to work treated surface road shoulders than to work a gravel surface

J.

road.

+rL

A better quality gravel is used for shoulders than
for gravel surfacing.

L74

Seal Coat Costs
seal coat applications are applied on all Manitoba
surface treated roads. L97L seal coating costs are approximately $2,250 per mile and an application wilr last
for a maximum of five years, Regardless of traffic levels,
the Manitoba climate will force a further application

after that period of time" Traffic levels above the minimum volume of 220,000 vehicles per year will shorten the
life span of a seal .oat.3
seal coat wear is a function of the number of tires
which contact the road surface, not the weight carried by
each tire aç is the case of road surface ù7ear" A car has
the same effect upon seal coat wear as does a fully loaded
single rear axle truck" A tandem truck would have the
same !úear effect as 1.5 single rear axle trucks while a
semi-trailer truck would have the impact of 2"5 single
rear-axle trucks.
rncreased traffic due to rationali zatLon which does
not'cause total traffic on a treated surface road to
exceed 220,o00 vehicles per year is assumed to have no
affect upon seal coat wear. Inlhen traffic exceeds 220,000
vehicles per year, the following formula is used to calculate additional seal coat costs allowable to rationar_
ization:
3tUt. Alex Livingston, Materials Section,
Manitoba
Department of Highways ñas móst helpful in several
interviews in lrlinnipeg, May L974

4-,..
IDId"

Total annual vehicle traf.fi-c -

22O 000

220,000

The assumption is that the effect of traffic

x

ç2,250
volume

greater than 220 1000 vehicles--car or single rear-axle
trucks--per year upon seal coat costs is linear.
In the event that a road has an annual base
traffic volume in excess of 220,0O0 vehicles, then the
cost for each of the two traffic volumes--"beforett and
I'aftertt is calculated. The net cost is then determined by
subtraction and is the incremental road cost resulting
from the increased or decreased traffic.
Road

Traffió Boundaries
The Manitoba Departme'nt of Highways road classi:-

fication scheme forms the basis of the traffic boundaries
used in the study. This schedule has five classes of
roads based upon the average daily traffic of each road.
As the classification system is based solely on traffic, a
road surface type may be represented in more than one road
class, For this analysis it is necessary to restrict each
surface type to only one road class. The resulting rigidity does result in the loss of some realism but is deemed
necessary to enable the consistent application of the upgrading criterion.
The base truck traffic on a road varies in composition. Major routes connecting regional centres carry a
rich mixture of truck traffic while local gravel roads
?
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truck traffic is predominantly grain. The assumption of
the Brandon study that ten percent of the traffic on each
road is composed of trucks is adopted for this analysir.5
The Brandon study also recognizes that the average truck
sLze on major roads exceeds that on local roads.

The

average truck load factor in the following calculations
acknowledges this difference and is a function of both of

the average of the loaded movement and the empty tetutrr"6
The method of calculating the traffic boundaries
for each type of road is presented below. The upper bound
traffic load on each road type is the t'trigger value'r that,
when exceeded, causes a road to be upgraded.
24t Gravel Surface

0-+75 vehicles per day
The lower boundary is 0; the upper boundary is:

total vehicle traffic
L0%

Truck:

90"/"

Car:

2,739
24,637
27

: 75 x 365 :
x.325 :
x .0233 :

,375

27 1375

890

574

L,464

The load range of the 241 gravel surface road is

from 0+1 ,464 equivalent t8 kip applications per mile per
year.
q

-Canada Grains Council, The Grain Handling and
Systgm in the gr"
Iranqporfatio!
Brandon Area Study eo
entage L=ã¿ when

a truck count was- not available"
6-,.'
Ibid.
working
--background

papers

.
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34r Gravel Surface
764 250 vehicles per day
The lower boundary is L,465; the upper boundary is:

total vehicle traffic :

25O

x

Truck: 9,L25 x "325 :
90% Ca'r:
82,L25 x .0233 :
9L,250
10%

365

:

9L.250

2,966
T,9L4
4, 880

The load range of the 241 gravel surface road is

from L,465-9 4,880 equivalent 18 kip applications per mile
per year.
6'r Asphalt .Surface Treatment 25L->600 vehicles per day
The lower boundary is 4,88Li the upper boundary is:
:-

total vehicle traffic

: 600 x 365 : 2L9.000

Truck: 2L,900 x .4L9 : 9,L76
90% Car:
197.100 x .0233 :J.:22
219 , 000
L3 ,7 6g
The load range of the 6r' A.S.T. road is from
4,881-+L3,768 equivalent 18 kip apptications per mile per
10%

year.
Bituminous

Surface

601-¡ 2,000 vehicles per day
The lower boundary is L3,769; the upper boundary

is:
total vehicle traffic : 2,000 x 365 :

730,000

Truck:
90% Car:
10%

L78

73,000 x .673 :

49,LZg

657,000 x "0233 :

15.30g

730,000

64,437

The load range of the bituminous surface road is
from L3,769+64,437 equivarent 1g kip applications per
mile per year.

Surface > 2 r0OO vehicles per day
There are no paved roads in the study area.
The lower boundary is 64143g; there is no upper

Pavement

boundary.

.
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DETAILED RESULTS

The manual allocation procedure selects the route

from each closing delivery point to each alternate point

simulation has allocated graLn deliveries.
The Manitoba Department of Highways provided the L97L
traffic survey results f.or roads in the study region.
These survey statisti-cs are integrated with the truck
traffic percentage and the truck load factor information
provided from the Brandon Study to produce the base traffic
load factor for each road segment over which the diverted
grain is transported" This base load factor is the prerationalLzaxLon traffic load"
The amount of grain transported over each road
segment is converted into an incremental load factor for
three different truck types: (f) a 250 bushel capacity
single r:ear axle truck (tfre current 'rstandardtt farm truck),
(2) a 490 bushel capacity tandem rear axle truck, and (3)
an 890 bushel five axle semi-trailer truck. Each of the
three truck t;rpes inflicts a different total incremental
road impact when transporting the same total volume of
diverted grain. The first series of tables C-l through
C-4 presents the road impact for each of the three truck
types, Each table--one for all the road segments of each
to which the

CHAD

r80

IBT

road surface--contains the base load factor, the three
potential incremental load factors and the three total

load factors.
The seal coat incremental traffic information is
presented in Table C-5" The base, incremental and total
number of two-axle vehicles moving over each treated
surface road segment is listed. The table utilizes only
the 250 bushel capacity truck as that truck síze develops
the largest number of incremental axles for any given
volume of grain being transported.
The last three tables relate to the sensitivity
analysis of, -restating the average base truck traffic load
factor. Inlhereas the sËudy utilizes the Brandon Study data
of increasing äverage truck sLze in the base vehicle population as truck surface ltimprovestr, the sensitivity anaLysis restates the average truck load factor for all road
surfaces to be the same as that for gravel roads" These
tables support the conclusion in Chapter V that the restatement of base traffic loads and upper boundaries to
incorporate a smaller base truck load does not lead to the
upgrading of any treated surface road"

APPENDIX

c-1

Bituminous Surface Base, lncremental and Total Load Factors, by Truck Type,

Boissevain Study Area,1971

Highway

Distance
(mlles)

Locatfon

Nr:mber

Closed

Point

AlEernate Base
Single Rear Axle
Load
Point
,
Faccor IncremenEal
Load

a

2
3
3
3
3
83
83
83

FacEor

Load
FacEor

3,

83

I

5

Belleview

Pipestone

16,786

120.8

16,906.

Melita East

')

Dalny

Melita

L4,9L7

a1/,

15,151.1

Deloraine

4

Dand

Deloralne
Deloraine

19
19

206.4

Pipesuone

EasÈ

NorËh

Regent

,041
,041

1

ß77î3
12,891.8

52.8

10

t,

Dand

Leíghton

L2,823

68.8

Dalny

Napinka
Napinka

14. 853
14, ö)J

L29.2

1i345A

5

Broo¡nhill

\ì^^.'-t-

11

Broomhlll

Plpestone

Coulter
Lyleton

MeIiEa

í1447

Pipestone

JcE.

SouËh

lÉ3 Souch

6

Me

Ii

-

Èa

427

3

15,r80.,

oal
228.8
328.1

20,362

1^

a

20,376.3

1ô

18,203

10. 9

18,213.9

9,118
9,118

151.9

79.7

Joint

lÉ83

&

í¿t257

Lyleton

MeliËa

9,118

Coulter

Melita
Mellta

22,456
22,456

Lyleton

79

L

.7

t6,877

.81

,J49.O

,L97 .7

61.

6

22 ,687 .6

89.8

t75,2

16, 875 .
L5

I

,092.2

,222.0

fr73

5.8

5L.7

r), lör. r

96.6
224.6
32L.2

L)rLt4.¿.

20,372.r

LL,2

20 ,37 3

18,211.8

9.0

L9

L2 ,87

LY,¿Lö.)
12 ,87

4.7

.2

L8,2L2.0

114. 5

60.6

>,¿>o.)
9

,r79.6

I

a ,q?-1

60. 6

9,178.6

175.

I14.5

116.9

61.6
178.5

Semi

Incremental Total
Load
Load
FacEor
Factor

155.0
22.5

.9

61.6
178.5

151.9

79.7
23L.6

1

8.8
116

"-:'--:-:='=
y
9

5-Ax1e

15,095.5

z35iT

Jct, ll21 West.
JoÍnt 113 & 1¡452

Waskada

91.8

158.4
z¿.o
Tãr.o-

')21

83

Tandem Rear Axle

Incremental Total
Load
Load
Factor
FacLor

60.6

22,634.5

L75.L

22,63L.L

t.J

APPENDIX C-2

sfx Inch Asphalt surface tr"..*"15r33å?¿ri"S;åäiT?å.i"lr}otal

Highway

LocaË1on

Nu¡nber

Dls tance

(ni les

)

Closed

Point

Alternate
PoinE

Base
Load

Factor

Incremental
Load

1f343<+11345

Dand

2L

//345(-|Hartney

Dand

2L

lÍ343ç+lf3

Dand

Hartney
Lauder

Load

8,49r
8,49r

Deloraine

8,L92
8,L92

De

lghton

loraine

A lqt

It2sL(-) lf3

Goodlands

De

Ioralne

Á qqq

25r

Coulter

Coulter

Me

Ilta

2,3L8

¿)L

Cranmer East

4

Cranmer

LeighEon

6,679

¿)L

Dalny

5

Dalny

Nap

25L

Goodlands East.

t

Goodlands

t<1

Waskada East

5

Waskada

4)¿

ll3Hllapinka

4

11

West

EasE

Tandmen Rear Axle

Incremental Total
Load
Load
Factor
Fact.or

5-Axle Semi
lncremenËal TotaI
Load
Load
Factor
Facto!
t,)

168.6
L7L.L

8S6LL
8,493.5

206.4
68.

r25.8

L28.2
11

8,610J

128.0

8,619.0

I,492.3

),

8,493.2

158.4

I

I)).

29.4

U

5r.7
')t <

>¿.ó

304.6

8,4%.6

22.6
233.8

8/rsJ

298.7

7

,297 .7

228.8

7

I)I.

Y

2,469 .g

31.0

6, 709 .0

ng2

83rL2

,227 .B

224.6

7

116.9

2,434.9

114.5

¿,45¿.)

23.9

6,70r.9

¿¿.

)

3,924

L?9.2

4,053.2

oo I

4,023.3

96.6

Deloralne

6,679

29

8.7

6,976.7

¿¿ö.ö

6,906.8

224.6

Medora

4,750

583.9

q ,l?1 0

4.+O . ¿

c 1qÁ ,

438. 0

lnka

Napfnka
Waskada

rruck rype,

8,491

Hartney
Le

ToËal

Factor

F^ ^ts ^-

2L

Load Factors by

Nap

inka

't)a )

,oa
,a,

7

"

oo?

-4,122.9

I

6,700.5.
4,020.6
,902.6
5,188.0
6

96.6
224.6

228.8
328.

,223.6

4,023.L

32t.2

4,0L6.2

H
æ

APPENDIX C-3

Hlghway

DisÈance

LocaEion

(miles

Nu¡nber

Alternate Base
Poinu E^Load

Closed

Point

)

^ts^r

Sinele Rear Axle
ToEaI

Incremental

Load

Load

FacEor
25L

Lyleton

EasÈ

¿JL

Lyleton

West

t<J

ll34sç-tit445

¿)4

6

Lyleton

lta

!,7L7

lerson

1,093

MeI
P

9

BroomhilI

Mellta

11345èlfz

t1

Broomhlll

Re s

1¡2sL(4113

l0

Clanmer
llaskada

Medora
Medora

I

256 1¡2sr(-t1f3
2s6 1t345Ðtt3
256 11345?) ltz
343 Croll WesE
343 Dand West

15

TfIs ton

12

T

I

lls ton

35r

2,40r

2,40L

erson

I

P

iers

on

Slnclair

Croll

Elgfn

Dand

.De

loraine

HarEney

Lauder
Leighcon

Regent

343 RegenË West
343 . RegenË EasË
345 Broomhillêr

lÉ83

345 Broornhfll West
345 Lauderd-rll2l

Deloraine

1, 843.9

573.2

L,666.2

s63.7

r,656,7

2\.0

372.0

¿uJ.a
583.9

2,593.7

272.8

2,536.8

269.5

2

2,37L.3

424.9

2,239.9

4r7.8

2,232.8

ó4>.¿

79.2

82r.2

76.4

818.4

3J5r-.3

2.2
L25,8
sL.7
22.5
t
"<7

103.2

I 701
) ao1

206.4

2,79L

roõ.

Llnklater

1 tã7

Dand

Lauder

2,674

80.9

3

J6il?

29.4

2

,820.4

22,6

3

,L36.7

264.0

a

o

-=-;
I

2,813.

-

,533.5

,I48,2

2,813.5

6

3,055.0

3

,99r.7

3,051.5

260.5
TL.2

rJ08J

J.U

I r 8r0.0

6

:;;-:

9.0

8.8

¿

168.

il003.

)¿.ó

68. 8

29.4
47 5.7

1ô
¿).

3

158.4
r1
lta t

o

1L

I

L52.7
138.0
563.7

t4¿

Broomhl1l

446.2
602.L

855.3

130.3

858.2

2,603.2

J

I,+öJ

366.7

JOI i5

2

))þ.

1_.483

a

590.7

1, 815

2,79L

1a

898.7

7

¿ro¿L,4

Elgin
tone

s0.9

357.4

RegenE

s

L,777.6

2,264

2

ipe

6

2 ,7

2,79L

\t^^ { -1, ^

60.

750.9

Deloralne

Incremental t ToÈal
Load
Load
FacEor
FacEor

Incremental ToEal
Load
Load
FacEor
FacEor
Lrl /ö.o

2,030

2,79L
2,79L

Seml

ol-.o

3, 1S8 .8

Regent

P

^È^v

787.8

I

Broomhlll

Ë^

5-Axle

Tandem Rear Axle

r,796.7

17'l

ton

P

7

rruck rvpe'

Load Factors bv

*."3"13::i.li"5:iåÏ.i1"ålurT?Ï"

34 Feet wide Gravel surface

2,842.6

18

.9

L28.2

v

20.2

1JO3J

L,792.3

53.9

L,790.9

2,802.2

125.8

I, )Ur.

2,799,8
(

cont inued )

H

t

APPENDIX

Highway

Location

Dis tance

(miles )

Number

Alternate
Point

Closed

Point

C-3 (continued)

Base

Load

Factor

Slnsle Rear Axle
Total
Load

Load

Factor

F- ^* ^-

Joinr

lÉ345

&

Ti

li1256

1s

Linklater

ton

348

TilsËon East
Croll South

348

Croll North

8

Crol1

Fairfax

445

11252ç-à 1f3

.f

Broomhi 11

Me

447

tÍ83e+4s2

5

Broomhi I

\t^^ i -t--

448

1t343Þ

7

345

1|23

TÍ 1s ton

Linklacer

L2

Croll

BoissevaLn

Croll
RegenÈ

452

#2sIt-rif3

4s8

t|251(-tll3

458

Dalny South

1

1i ta

Elgin
Elgin
Nap

tr^laskada

Dalny

I

1 74.7

Plers on

inka

ÀÌ-^..-t.^

l-7I.2

130.7
272.8

5-AxIe Serní
Incrementsal ToEal
Load
Load
I'¡nfnr

-I'a¡far

128.0

trt Á

2

L,737

L7L.2

L,908.2

r30.

1,386

11

0

L,4L7.9

tq

468

¿LJ.

L

681.1

L63,4

63L.4

3,025

21.0

3,046.0

16.3

3,041.3

L5.7

3,040.7

I

1 51

L4.3

r,

10.1

1,161.1

IL.2

1 1At )

o¿)

r03.2

345.7
448.9

4, 138

4,138

Mellta
Napinka

Tandem Rear Axle

Incremental Total
Load
Load
Factor
Factor

Incremental

1 t??

1ra

2,140.5

,r, .t

7

I,867 ,7

128.0

1,865.0

1

1,411.1

24.7

L,4r0.7

,265 .6

165.

3

;-;;;IrV/J;y

7A ')
¿o4.v

%32
oa ?
228.8

7

7

)oó.¿

4,56\9

32&1

ry6îr

234.L

L,756.L

L7

8.5

1,700.5

L,?6L.2

oo

1

6.4

260 .5

ø7.e
1?q )

627.5

,61.
96.6
224.6

'

32LJ

4VseT

Lt ).¿

L,697 .2

OAA

L,228.6

APPENDIX C-4

24 Feet Wide Gravel Surface Base, Incremental and Total Load Factors by Truck Type,
Boissevain Study Area,

Highway

Location

Number

DisÈance
(mi les )

A1Ëernate
PoinE

Closed
P

ofnt

Base
¡

Ni1

Belleview South

Nrl

Llnklater South

Ni1

11

I

Leighton South

Nil

Leighcon NorLh

Ni1

LinkIâEer South

¿

11

"Due Ëo a lack of traffic
volume.

Bellevle¡.¡

Pipestone

Broomhll1

LÍnklater

Cranmer

Le

Goodlands

ighEon

Leighton

Load x

acEor

742

742
tq¿
742

1971

Sinsle Rear Axle
Incremental Total
Load
Load
FacEor
Factor
120.8
73.O

862.8

)4,
(qo

31.0

trr.6
>¿. ö

LelghEon

l.+¿

68.8

810. 8

TÍ1sÈon

Linklater

742

77r.2

9r3.2

r30.

89.8

aer

741

s3.9

795.9

1

7

a

22.5

/,

1,504.6

Semi

IncremenËal Total
Load
Load
FacEor
FacEor

833.8

a

762.6
Dand

statlstlcs,

91.8

8r5.0

73L.6

5-Ax1e

Tandem Rear Axle

IncremenEal ToÈa1
Load
Load
Factor
FacEor

L,325.6
ao/,

a

872.7

572.8
5L.7
128.0

1,314.

the average for this foad type of 38 vehicles per day was assigned as the base traffic

I

793.7
870.0

APPENDIX C-5

Base and IncremenLal Two-Axle

BoÍssevain

Location

Highway
Number

2

J

Distance
(miles )

Point

Area,

Roads,

1971

Alternate
Point

Base

Traffic

(

venr-cres,,

IncremenÇal

Traffic"

(vehictes

Belleview

Pipes tone

190,165

L44

19

Melita East

2

Dalny

Melita

168,995

279

L69 ,27 4

Deloraine North

4

Dand

De

loraine )
Deloraine)

2L5,7L5

246

83

83

Jct.

/É3 South

Regent
Dand

Leightson

L45,270

Da1-ny

Napinka)
ltaþinka)

168,630

lnlaskada

35

28L

2L5,996

82

L45,352

L54
J)þ
510

L69,L40

5

Broomhill

rìéP

!rhq

230, 680

L7

230,697

L1

Broomhill

Pipestone

206,225

IJ

206,238

Coulter
Lyleton

Melita)
Melita)

103,

6

29 5

181
95

¿to

3,

Jornr lf83 & lþ25L

83

2t

1t343élf34s

)

0, 309

5

lf34sÞ lf 447
Pipestone South

83

)

TotaI
(vehicles

Traffic

PÍpestone East

Jct. /É21 \^lest
Joint lþ3 & 1f452
83

Cl-osed

Traffic, Treated surface

SÈudY

Lyleton

MelÍÈa

103,295

Coulter
Ly1-eËon

Melita)
Melita)

254,405

Dand

HarEney)

135,050

Lauder)

95
t_

103,571
103,

39 0

81

95
276

254,68L

20L

ffi

L35,254
(conüinued)

oo

!

APPENDIX

Highway
Number

Location

Distance
(miles )

Closed

Point

C-5 (conrinued)
Alternate
Point

Base

IncremenÇa1

(vehi ctes)

(Vehicles

Traffic

2L

lÉ345(-rHartney

5

Dand

Hartney

l_35,050

2L

1f3431-\lþ3

6

Dand

De loraine )
Leighton)
Deloraine)

132,130

Regent

Itz5L1-rlt3

a

Goodlands

Ðel-oraine

25L

CoulËer I^lest

J

Coulter

Mol{ta

¿)L

Cranmer East

4

Cranmer

Leighton

25L

Dalny East

5

Dalny

Napinka

25r

Goodlands East

2

Goodlands

Deloraine

25L

f'Iaskada East

5

I^laskada

Medora

452

/É3Ê-{Napinka

4

l)¡'l nr¡
I^laskada

Napinka)

2L

NaP].nka,,

Traffic

uses

)

Total

Traffi

c

(vehictes )
135,053

246
82
35

363

L32,493

111, 325

3s6

111, 681

36, 865

181

L06,2L5

37

L06,252

62,4L5

L54

62,569

L06,2L5
75,555
58,765

J)O

696

37

,046

L06,57L

76,25I

1q/,

3s6

5r0

"Single rear axle trucks as thls vehicle
grain.

"

59,275

tþ" greatesE toEal number of axles to transporE Ehe diverEed
F

00
00

tB9

APPENDIX C-6

Traff ic and Load Factors, by Ro-4d Type
Base Truck Size ReÁtated."
Boissevain Study Area, L97L

Road Type

Vehi cLe/Day

241 gravel

0to

34t gravel

76 to
25L to

6'r

A.

S

"T.

Bituminous

Base

601

Equivalent Appli cations /
Mile /Year

0to

L,464

250

L,465 ro

4, 880

600

4,881 to LL,7L0

ro 2,000

LL,7LL

to

39,033

truck load factor is .325 for all road surfaces.

APPENDIX C-7

Bituminous Surface, Base- and Incrementalr"Load
Factors, Base Truck SÍze Restated,
Boissevain Study Area, L97L
Highway
Number

Location

DÍstance
(miles )

Closed

Point

; Alternate
Point

2

Pipestone East

5

Belleview

P

3

Melita

2

Dalny

Melita

3

Deloraine North

4

Dand

Deloraine
Deloraine

East

Regent

Jct. lfzt l¡lest
Joint /É: t 1f452
83

It34sélf

83

Pipestone South

447

ipes tone

4

Dand

Leighton

2

Dalny

Nap

I,rlaskada

Napinka

5

11

lJroomnlll

Nap

Broomhill

P

inka

Base
Load

Factor

Single Rear Axle" "
Incremental Total
Load
Load
Factor
Factor

10,168

120.8

LO

9, 036

234.L

9

11, 534
11, 534

206 "4
29 .4
235 .8

LLr769,g

68"8

7,836.8

7,769
9
9

,0L7
,0T7

,2gg.

g

.270.L

L29.2
298.7

m.9

inka

L2,334

T4 "3

ipes tone

LL,027

r0.9

g

,444 ,g

L2,349.3
11,037"9
( continued)

H

APPENDIX

Distance
(míles )

Location

Highway
Number

C'7 (continued)

Closed

Point

Alternate Base
**
Single Rear Axle
Point
Load
Factor
"
Total
Incremental
Load

Factor

Jct.

83

83
Joint
3, 83

)k

Coulter
Lyleton

lÊ3 South

/É83

&

lþ25L

2

Lyleton

6

Coulter
Lyleton

Melita
Melita
Melita
Melita
MeIita

5,523
5,523

Load

Factor

15r.9
79

.7

23L "6

5,754"6

5,523

79 "7

5,602.7

13,603
13,603

t51.9
79 .7
23L "6

13, 834

"6

Load factor is "325, same as for the gravel surface roads.

OnIy single rear axle trucks are shown as this type has the largest incremental
road impact.

H
H

APPENDIX C-B

Inch Asphalt Surface Treatment,
Base and Incremental Load Factors.
Base Truck Size Restated,"
Boissevain Study Area, L97L

S_ix

Highway
Number

Location

Dis Ëance

(miles )

Closed

Point

Alternate
Point

Base
Load

Factor

Sinsle Rear Axle""
Incremental
Total
Load

Load

Factor
2L

/É343ç4Y¡3a5

Dand

Hartney
Lauder

2"5
168.6
L7L"L

7

,392,L

7

,223 .5

6

7

,369 "6

5,953

298.7

6

,25L "7

2,L22.9

7
7

,22L
,22L

2L

lþl+Sç+Hartney

Dand

Hartney

7,227

2,5

2L

lþ343*q lf3

Dand

Deloraine
Leighton
Deloraine

7

,065
,065
7 ,065

206.4
68.8

Regent

7

29 "4

304.

25L

ItTsLWlß
Coulter I,rIest

25L

Cranmer East

2L

1

Factor

Goodlands

Deloraine

3

Coulter

Me

lita

L,g7L

151,9

T

Cranmer

Leighton

5,679

31.0

5,7L0
(

continued)

APPENDIX

Location

Highway

Distance
(rniles )

Number

C-B (continued)

Closed

Point

Alternate Base
PoÍnt
Load
'
Factor

Single Rear Axle
Incremental
Load

*Jr

Total
Load

Factor

Factor

25L

Dalny East

5

Dalny

Nap

inka

3,337

L29.2

3,466.2

25L

Goodlands East

2

Goodlands

Deloraine

5,679

298.7

5,977 .7

25L

Inlaskada East

5

I,rlaskada

Medora

4,04O

583.9

4,623 .9

452

/É3

<-lNapinka

4

Dalny

Nap

3,L42
3,L42

L29,2
29 8.7

Inlaskada

1.

Load tactor

is ,325,

same

inka

Napinka

m3

?qÁqqr o '

¿ , Jv

as for the gravel surface road.

J. J.

Only single rear axle trucks are shown as this type has the largest incremental
road impact.

H

